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Executive Summary
The Karnataka Town and Country Planning Act, 1961 (KTCP Act, 1961) was enacted with the
intention of having a uniform law for the regulation of planned growth of land use and development.
It was also to make and execute town planning schemes to ensure settlements do not grow to
unmanageable sizes without proper planning, as that would result in unhealthy surroundings.
Bengaluru, is experiencing unprecedented urban growth and contributes to over 36% of the State's
urban population. This growth however, has been accompanied by acute challenges to the current
systems of planning, governance and service delivery. There has been unplanned peripheral
expansion, deficiencies in the provision of critical infrastructure, poor coordination between various
government agencies operating in the city, worsening conditions of traffic and transportation and
severe impacts to environmental systems affecting the overall quality of life in the city. The KTCP
Act, 1961 which mandates the preparation of the city’s master plan has been a weak instrument in
planning and managing the growth of the capital city.
There has been an overriding influence of the State government in the city’s functioning, with
negligible citizen participation in planning processes. The Bengaluru Development Authority (BDA)
for instance, which is tasked with preparing the city’s master plan requires the coordination and
cooperation of various State and city level agencies tasked with land development and services
provision to make a realistic ‘Master Plan’. These sectoral agencies however, such as the Bengaluru
Water Supply and Sewerage Board (BWSSB), Bengaluru Electricity Supply Company (BESCOM),
Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BBMP), Bengaluru Metropolitan Transport Corporation
(BMTC), Karnataka Housing Board (KHB), Karnataka Industrial Area Development Board (KIADB) etc.
work in silos, and prepare their own sectoral plans and projects without much inter agency
negotiations or discussions. The KTCP Act 1961 has undergone need based amendments over time
but has not been comprehensively revised in over fifty years. The Act is yet to be revised to
incorporate the mandates of the 73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendments.
Following are some of the key issues in the current system of master planning:









Sectoral agencies have their own acts, plans, projects and implementation schedules. Interagency negotiations remain out of the scope of the master planning process;
The Master Plan merely stipulates static land uses, statistical extrapolations for the future
and regulatory controls;
Regulatory controls are more violated than followed;
Chapters written in the master plan is largely academic. Inter-agency negotiations remain
out of scope of the master planning process;
Various urban development programs such as Smart Cities, JnNURM, RAY, AMRUT, PMAY,
SEZs etc. are well funded, but are conceived and operate outside master planning
frameworks;
Master Plans have not been successful in incorporating market forces, which have a large
role in determining the scale and location of economic activities;
Planning is restricted to development authority jurisdictions often not considering the
regional context in which city is located;
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Local specificities are typically missed out in the generalised city level plan;
It is mostly a top-down exercise with little public participation, lack of public consensus
building and rent seeking efforts by powerful interest groups;
 Needs of economically weaker sections of the society are poorly addressed;
 Proposals for public purposes are often implemented through compulsory land acquisition
making it mostly unviable considering the high amounts of compensation;
 Excessive time is consumed in plan preparation and approval process.
A mega city like Bengaluru which competes with other global cities requires effective and
customised planning processes to manage its current day needs and complexities. The ongoing
revision of the Bengaluru Master Plan by the BDA is another opportunity to improve the city’s
planning processes. The recommendations made are as follows:
1. Enhancing Bengaluru’s liveability by prioritising key guiding principles in city plans: Instituting a
process by which city stakeholders identify key factors affecting liveability in Bengaluru to derive
key principles on which all planning process are to be guided.
2. Improving the Ongoing Bengaluru Master Plan Process
a) The Revised Master Plan (RMP) 2031 revision should incorporate systematic stage wise
dissemination of information to the public and ensure people's informed participation in the
process;
b) RMP 2031 should serve as a proactive broad framework with sustainability at its core while
managing dynamic market trends and economic opportunities;
c) Enhance the role of the Bengaluru Coordination Committee (BCC) to enable
interdepartmental coordination, cooperation and negotiations for the ongoing master plan
revision;
d) Ward level plans should be provisioned for through the RMP 2031, with wards being coterminus with the planning district boundaries and reflecting local level priorities;
e) Co-dependent projects should be prioritised using the spatial platform of the RMP 2031 by
the State Government and the Bengaluru Coordination Committee (BCC) to automatically
ensure coordination between agencies, thereby making the Master Plan implementable and
linked to clear budgets and timelines;
f) Incorporate frameworks for the continuous review of the Master Plan so that it is a
systematic process of rolling plans, that is constantly monitored and evaluated rather than a
once in ten-year static product.
3. Prioritising Bengaluru through a unique planning legislation: Enacting a unique planning
legislation for Bengaluru City-Region within the proposed GBA Act or as a separate section
within the KTCP Act 1961, to accord priority to the city’s dynamic needs to not only plan
comprehensively across scales, but also to complement it with strategic and result oriented
planning.
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4. Introducing Local Level Planning: Ward Development Plans should be undertaken by the
municipal corporations which are detailed plans incorporating specific requirements of the local
areas within the policy frameworks of the City Level GBA Plan and Zonal Level Plans.
5. Introducing Urban Quality in Local Level Planning: The quality of public spaces, streets and built
form should be enhanced through an Urban Design Approach.
6. Introducing Zonal Level Planning: The proposed multiple municipal corporations should
undertake Zonal Development Plans at Zone/Municipal Corporation level as intermediary plans
between the macro scaled city plan and the micro level ward plan.
7. Bettering City Level Planning: Greater Bengaluru Authority (GBA) should undertake the
preparation of the city perspective plan for the city region, with a vision for the city,
incorporating proposed land use frameworks and regional strategies.
8. Ensuring development-led proactive planning at the City Level: Statutory planning at scales
needs to be complemented with an implementation orientation through Strategic Planning and
Strategic Projects
9. Enhancing Regional Level Planning: The Metropolitan Planning Committee (MPC) should
prepare the Bengaluru Metropolitan Regional Level (Structure) Plan with broad land utilisation
frameworks as a guidance framework to city perspective plans and regional level infrastructure
and commons.
10. Assigning clear roles and responsibilities to agencies by scale of operation: Assigning roles and
responsibilities to agencies through a detailed activity mapping across scales will greatly improve
efficiency, role clarity and reduce overlaps
11. Effecting changes in the Acts of various agencies operating in Bengaluru to mandate
coordination and cooperation.
12. The Metropolitan Planning Committee should be re-constituted at the scale of the Bengaluru
Metropolitan Region: The MPC should be set up at the scale of Bengaluru’s city-region (BMRDA
jurisdiction) and not the current limited jurisdiction of the city’s development authority (BDA).
13. Setting up of a single geo spatial database across city agencies: The Bengaluru Spatial
Information Centre (BASIC) is proposed to be the single source and custodian of all geo spatial
data for the city-region and is a precursor to enable truly integrated planning with inputs from
various sectoral departments
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Challenges in achieving Planning at Scales and Strategic Planning








Spatial planning is influenced by various activities of multiple departments. The proposed
change in planning processes would require the active involvement of State, Central and
other Para state agencies involved;
The current planning process has been delayed due to various reasons which are within and
outside the purview of city agencies. Shifting to a continuous planning process would require
a very different mode of working;
The envisaged scale of planning activity would be far more intensive and resource
consuming than the current situation. Internal capacity of the local government needs to be
improved drastically to effectively prepare plans at every Ward Level, and Zone level within
a given time frame, to feed in to other scales of plans;
Public participation in the current planning system is minimal. Capacity building and
sensitization are essential to rapidly shift towards citizen participation oriented planning.

Opportunities to introduce Planning at Scales and Strategic Planning:







Comprehensive revision of KTCP Act 1961, is underway by the State Government, hence it is
an opportunity to reform planning, even if establishment of the overall GBA Act gets
delayed;
Establish spatial planning as a base to bring convergence of plans on a spatial digital
platform for planning, implementation and management. This could be achieved through
common GIS database across all departments and agencies, through a Bengaluru Spatial
Information Center (BASIC) as recommended by the BBMP Restructuring Committee;
Revised Master Plan 2031 could incorporate key principles of scales of planning, such as
local Ward planning by identifying priority areas and specify guidelines to prepare them;
Public participation to enhance citizen’s role in decision making and enhanced role of civic
society organizations in plan making process also brings in higher levels of acceptance for
the plan.
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List of Abbreviations
AMRUT
BASIC
BBMP
BCC
BDA
BESCOM
BIAAPA
BMA
BMR
BMRCL
BMRDA
BMTC
BWSSB
CMC
GBA
GP
JNNURM
KHB
KIADB
KTCP
MPC
PMAY
RAY
RMP
RSP
RWA
SEZ
TMC
WRI

Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation
Bengaluru Spatial Information Center
Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike
Bengaluru Coordination Committee
Bengaluru Development Authority
Bengaluru Electricity Supply Company
Bengaluru International Airport Area Planning Authority
Bengaluru Metropolitan Area
Bengaluru Metropolitan Region
Bengaluru Metro Rail Corporation Limited
Bengaluru Metropolitan Region Development Authority
Bengaluru Metropolitan Transport Corporation
Bangalore Water Supply and Sewerage Board
City Municipal Council
Greater Bengaluru Authority
Gram Panchayat
Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission
Karnataka Housing Board
Karnataka Industrial Area Development Board
Karnataka Town and Country Planning
Metropolitan Planning Committee
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana
Rajiv Awas Yojana
Revised Master Plan
Revised Structure Plan
Residents Welfare Association
Special Economic Zone
Town Municipal Council
World Resources Institute
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Definition of terms
Bengaluru Metropolitan Region (BMR): BMR extend over 8005 sqkms and is constituted by three
districts namely Bangalore Urban, Bangalore Rural and Ramanagaram (Ramanagaram is a newly
created district carved out from Bangalore Rural district that includes Ramanagaram, Channapatna,
Magadi and Kanakapura taluks). Local Planning Area of BDA falls within BMR.
Bengaluru Metropolitan Area (BMA): BMA is spread over an area of about 1294 sq.km which
comprises of local planning area of BDA and part of local planning area of Bengaluru Mysore
Infrastructure Corridor Area Planning Authority (BMICAPA). BMA includes BBMP and 251 villages
and approximately had a population of 90 lakh in 2011.
Bruhat Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BBMP) Jurisdiction: BBMP jurisdiction expand over an area
of 709.49 sqkms and falls within the local planning area of Bengaluru Development Authority(BDA).
The erstwhile Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BMP) that expanded over 225 sqkms were
amalgamated with 7 City Municipal Councils, 1 Town Municipal Council and 110 villages to form
BBMP in 2007.

Figure 1: Jurisdiction of BBMP and Ward boundaries
Source: WRI India, Data source: BBMP
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BBMP Boundary
BMRDA Boundary
BDA Boundary

Figure 2: Jurisdiction of BMP, BBMP, BDA and BMRDA
Source: WRI India, Data source: BDA, BBMP and BMRDA
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1.

Recommendations towards ‘Introducing Scales of Plans and
Strategic Spatial Planning’

The Master Plan for Bengaluru (RMP 2031) is currently under revision by the Bengaluru
Development Authority (BDA) as stipulated by the KTCP Act 1961. Several perceived fears exist
around the plan such as it being a top down exercise where citizen involvement is a token effort;
sectors such as transport, infrastructure services and environmental concerns are typically academic
chapters as there is no real coordination or negotiation conducted between agencies; and existing
land use maps and other intermediate master plan reports have not been shared with the public, all
potentially resulting in low acceptance for the plan and proliferating unplanned and un-serviced
urbanisation in Bengaluru. The master plan in its current form can directly only influence land uses,
development control regulations and newer road networks, which is insufficient to achieve an
integrated and intersectoral vision and plan for the city. The BBMP-R Committee thereby make
recommendations to be taken up immediately for the ongoing RMP 2031 process.
Further to this, critical long range urban reforms have been pending in Karnataka and hence
Bengaluru, such as the revision of town planning legislation (KTCP Act 1961) to incorporate
provisions of the 73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendment Acts. A mega city like Bengaluru which
competes with other global cities requires effective and customised planning processes to manage
its current day needs and complexities. The BBMP-R Committee hence also make recommendations
to be taken up as medium and long range planning reforms for the city. The following are the
recommendations made:
1. Enhancing Bengaluru’s liveability by prioritising key guiding principles in city plans: Instituting
a process by which city stakeholders identify key factors affecting liveability in Bengaluru to
derive key principles on which all planning process are to be guided:
Liveability in Bengaluru is affected by a variety of issues today such as traffic congestion, poor air
quality, pollution of water bodies, inadequate solid waste management, reducing green cover,
increasing heat island effect, lack of basic urban services, bad quality of public health and
education facilities, etc. Such challenges are interrelated and so should be their solutions. If for
instance an issue such as air quality is prioritised and must be mitigated and brought within
limits as set by World Health Organisation (WHO) standards, a range of intersectoral solutions
will need to be implemented such as: moving people rather than vehicles by encouraging a shift
to public transport from the use of private vehicles; promoting walking and bicycling and travel
demand management measures, regulating construction activity and industry emissions based
on season and pollution accumulation, building consensus across government – civic groups citizens to implement mitigation measures etc. All the above requires the institution of a clear
process that precedes the formulation of the city’s master plan or other infrastructure plans.
Identifying challenges and prioritising guiding principles for Bengaluru can be achieved through
the following broad steps:
a) Stakeholders engagement: Extensive outreach across stakeholders including government
agencies, resident’s welfare groups, elected representatives, Non Government Organisations
(NGOs) and citizens must be conducted to identify issues affecting a diverse set of people
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and groups. Building consensus early in the process will ensure higher involvement in
implementation. Findings from focus group discussions, interviews and round table
discussions need to be systematically recorded to assist in decision making.
b) Data collection, visualization and dissemination: Surveys to understand issues, concerns
and needs are important to assess the on-ground situation based on credible data, to
eliminate biases and ensure all issues are represented. The large amounts of data generated
and collected by various government agencies too could be better visualised and
communicated to all stakeholders for informed debates, to highlight issues, and improve
participation and decision making.
c) Arriving at measurable indicators and benchmarking:
Post the identification of key issues through stakeholder engagement, data analysis and
visualisation, the impact of such issues needs to be estimated through indicators. Indicators
measure quantitative and qualitative aspects such as levels of pollution, the extent of
environmental degradation, how many people would get affected, time lost, impact on
vulnerable sections etc. The current levels could then be compared with benchmarks set by
various organisations both national and international such as World Health Organisation,
United Nation's Sustainable Development Goals, Mercer Quality of Living Survey etc.
Benchmarking will also reveal how well or badly the city is doing as compared to other
similar cities.
d) Identification of strategies, setting desired targets and building stakeholder consensus:
Based on how the city of Bengaluru is performing with respect to the various indicators
identified, a series of inter-sectoral strategies will need to be detailed to take forward to
implementation. The strategies need to be holistic to achieving larger outcomes such as
economic growth (by generating an adequate number of high quality jobs), environmental
sustainability (in terms of sustainable management of natural resources), and enhanced
quality of life (from services provision to improving social, cultural and built heritage). These
strategies need to be disseminated back to all stakeholders such as citizen groups,
professional associations, trade unions, non-governmental organizations and government
agencies. Going back to the people will help set targets that Bangalore would like to achieve
in terms of its quality of life indicators and what it will take to get there from the current
situation through the best possible use of available resources.
e) Prioritisation of strategies and integration with statutory plans and projects: As with any
other city, Bengaluru’s city agencies too have limited resources and capacity. Hence it is
important to prioritise which strategies take precedence over the others, will have maximum
impact, is equitable and benefits all sections of the society and hence should move forward
to implementation. These key priorities hence form the guiding principles that form the
basis of statutory plans such as the city’s master plan and various plans and projects of the
sectoral departments operating in the city thereby bringing convergence across agencies.
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2. Improving the Ongoing Bengaluru Master Plan Process
a) The RMP 2031 revision should incorporate systematic stage wise dissemination of
information to the public and ensure people's informed participation in the process:
Informed participation of people in the plan making process will be possible only if there is a
systematic stage-wise dissemination of the various documents being prepared for the plan.
This includes the Inception Report which details all the studies and surveys being conducted
and timelines for various deliverables, Existing Land Use Maps, Existing Situation Analysis
Report, Vision - Scenario Building - Strategies Report, and the Draft Proposed Land Use and
Regulations Report. This is to be done at convenient venues with due publicity in local
newspapers, in local languages as well as on the BDA website. Participation formats should
be well structured and conducted with the public, focussed groups, Residents Welfare
Associations (RWAs) and NGOs along with periodic technical reviews with domain experts
and reputed institutions at all stages.
b) RMP 2031 should serve as a proactive broad framework with sustainability at its core
while managing dynamic market trends and economic opportunities:
While the RMP 2031 could continue to do the minimum as prescribed in the KTCP Act 1961,
it could also be proactive to ensure the compounding issues of the city are addressed. Such a
proactive Master Plans needs to move beyond its bare minimum mandate, and address
requirements reflecting the issues, concerns, needs and aspiration of people. For example,
setting a sustainable development agenda in the Master Plan is critical with measurable
indicators and achievable targets including aspects like climate change, resilience,
adaptation and mitigation, environmental preservation and strategic management of
resources. This sustainability agenda needs to be balanced with managing dynamic market
forces which influence major economic projects and investments to reduce impediments to
growth. Industrial corridors, AMRUT etc. are examples of central government schemes that
influence the city’s growth dynamic and need to be addressed. Hundreds of urban villages
too enter the conurbation area from time to time, and the master plan needs to prepare
special contextual regulations for them which is typically not done. Similarly, critical needs
such as economic development opportunities, poverty alleviation, affordable housing needs
etc. must be catered to.
c) Enhance the role of the Bengaluru Coordination Committee (BCC) to enable
interdepartmental coordination, cooperation and negotiations for the ongoing master
plan revision:
For the master plan to be realistic and effective and to go beyond its current mandate, it
must be integrated with the plans and projects of various sectoral agencies operating in the
city. The organizational silos of sectoral agencies of transport, water supply, sewerage, solid
waste management, electricity, etc. currently result in conflicting priorities, duplication of
efforts, inefficient use of resources and underutilisation of investments. The BCC was set up
in the past to address the lack of inter-agency coordination due to organizational silos and is
working well especially in flagship projects like the Namma Metro and BWSSB projects etc.
With political as well as administrative representation from all major agencies already
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present, this committee could further be empowered through appropriate legislation or a
Government Order to undertake this task to streamline a common vision and plan for the
city.
d) Ward level plans should be provisioned for through the RMP 2031, with wards being coterminus with the planning district boundaries and reflecting local level priorities:
Wards form the ideal jurisdiction at which micro level, down-top plans can be formulated to
inform the macro scaled city master plan. Planning districts used in the RMP 2015 did not
adhere to ward boundaries. This is a critical disjunction considering that wards are the
jurisdiction in which an elected representative is present, budgets are allocated, ward offices
are present and can serve as the basic unit for monitoring, evaluation and accountability for
public works. Frameworks for detailed ward level plans need to provisioned for by the RMP
2031 along with the participation of citizens, RWAs, NGOs and ward councillors to gauge the
issues, priorities and needs at the local level before a generalised master plan is made.
Detailed ward level plans need to be subsequently prioritised and taken-up by the Municipal
Corporation through Ward Committees.
e) Co-dependent projects should be prioritised using the spatial platform of the RMP 2031 by
the State Government and the Bengaluru Coordination Committee (BCC) to automatically
ensure coordination between agencies, thereby making the Master Plan implementable
and linked to clear budgets and timelines:
The Karnataka State Government through its budgetary allocations could ensure that only
co-dependent projects are approved for implementation in Bengaluru in consultation with
the BCC. This would automatically facilitate coordination between all parastatal and city
agencies involved in providing services, as all the sectoral services would need to be
integrated within the same strategically designed project. For example, if road work in a
certain area is approved then simultaneously related works of other agencies such as fresh
water mains, sewage lines, electric conduits, bus bays, foot paths, signal lights, etc. should
also be approved as a single larger project. The BCC could ensure this is integrated in the
spatial master plan of the BDA to form a truly integrated plan reducing inefficiencies and
increasing accountability.
f)

Incorporate frameworks for the continuous review of the Master Plan so that it is a
systematic process of rolling plans, that is constantly monitored and evaluated rather than
a once in ten-year static product:
The constantly changing dynamics of the city cannot be effectively planned and managed for
by a master plan that is revised only once in ten years. The KTCP Act 1961 too does not
prevent the plan from being revised at intermediate stages. RMP 2031 should therefore be
reviewed in 5 year phases accompanied by detailed annual plans and budgets that are
monitored and evaluated using digital technologies thereby incorporating feedback
routinely. The Master Plan being a statutory document that is shown to citizens only once in
ten years comes under excess public scrutiny. A system of review every 5 years would
streamline public participation to be a more recurrent activity with transparent citizen
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engagement, ensuring course corrections where required, thereby retaining people’s
confidence in the process.

3. Prioritising Bengaluru through a unique planning legislation: Enacting a unique planning
legislation for Bengaluru City-Region within the proposed GBA Act or as a separate section
within the KTCP Act 1961, to accord priority to the city’s dynamic needs to not only plan
comprehensively across scales, but also to complement it with strategic and result oriented
planning
Several international cities in the United Kingdom and China, for example, accord special
status to their prime cities to retain their global competitive edge. Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin,
and Chongqing have been accorded provincial status and hence can directly interact with the
national government and employ different taxation norms. London has a unique planning
legislation accorded to it and while it prepares a spatial plan for the city; it also prepares an
economic development strategy and a transport development strategy in conjunction with it.
A separate legislation for Bengaluru is recommended in the BBMP Restructuring Committee’s
Way Forward Report as following the out-dated KTCP Act 1961, is insufficient to address the
city’s needs and complexities. Other cities in Karnataka which also follow the same generic
KTCP Act are barely 1/10th the size of Bengaluru and face a very different scale of dynamics
and challenges. The State Government is currently proceeding with the revision of the KTCP
Act 1961, through the Directorate of Town and Country Planning (DTCP) and this is an
opportunity for a Bangalore specific legislation to be incorporated as envisaged in the GBA
Act.

Figure 3: Existing planning legislation in KTCP Act and Proposed Scales of Plans framework
Source: WRI India, based on KTCP Act and (Expert Committee: BBMP Restructuring 2015)
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4. Introducing Local Level Planning: Ward Development Plans should be undertaken by the
municipal corporations which are detailed plans incorporating specific requirements of the
local areas within the policy frameworks of the City Level GBA Plan and Zonal Level Plans.
a) Boundary of ward development plan: It is envisaged that the ward level plans can take
many forms ranging from Local Area Plan, Town Planning Scheme, Land Pooling Scheme or
Development Scheme etc. as decided by the planning agency. In the Master Plan 2015 for
Bengaluru, planning district boundaries were different from administrative wards, which is
again different from electoral wards represented by councillors. This disjunction causes
difficulties in coordination, unclear responsibilities and financial flow. Such boundaries need
to be streamlined to a common system of ward boundaries devoid of any overlap. This
would establish Wards as the basic modules of the city. Hence each Ward would be a
common unit to link functions such as development planning and implementation, elected
representation, financial outlay, administrative setup and monitoring and evaluation for the
area.
b) Planning and Implementing Agency: Municipal Corporations are envisaged to be the
planning agency in charge of preparing Ward Development Plans, their execution,
monitoring and evaluation. The plan preparation is to be operationalised through Ward
Committees chaired by the elected Councillor of the respective Ward. The respective
Municipal Corporation shall appoint a Town Planning Officer to undertake the planning
process on behalf of the Ward Committee which also constitutes citizen representatives,
urban development experts and representation from civic groups in the area.
c) Planning process: Ward Development Plans shall incorporate nuances of development
requirements based on local concerns, while supporting the effective implementation of
Zonal Development Plans and the City Level Development Plan by GBA. They are detailed,
implementation oriented, and comprehensively incorporate local requirements evolved
from participatory discussions with people and relevant stakeholders. Ward committees
shall facilitate and ensure a wide based public participation in the planning process by
engaging with all relevant stakeholders in the area. Ward level plans will be aggregated at
the Zonal Level and further informs the GBA level macro scaled city master plan. Once the
plan is prepared and published, the various departments of the Municipal Corporation will
take-up development activities and regulate activities in the area as per the annual plans
and projects delineated. The Ward Committee shall also monitor implementation and send
periodic evaluations to the Municipal Corporation. The detailed Ward Development Plan
would have a 5-year Vision Period in conjunction with Annual Development Plans which
detail budgets and implementable projects.
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Figure 4: Conceptual Ward Development Plan around Indiranagar Metro Station
Source: WRI India

Figure 5: Proposed Scales of Plans for Bangalore
Source: WRI India, based on Expert Committee: BBMP Restructuring 2015
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Figure 6: Integrated Plan preparation across key sectors
Source: WRI India, based on Expert Committee: BBMP Restructuring 2015

5. Introducing Urban Quality in Local Level Planning: The quality of public spaces, streets and
built form should be enhanced through an Urban Design Approach.
People must be at the centre of designing the city. Many challenges abound in Bengaluru today
because people do not receive priority in city plans and projects such as poor or absent
footpaths that reduce the opportunity to walk to perform daily activities, focus instead on
moving vehicles faster through the construction of flyovers thereby increasing traffic and
pollution levels, lack of public spaces that are accessible to all, lack of opportunities to
experience nature, degradation of water bodies, increasing impact of climate change and
exposure to hazards etc. Such realities tend to attract criticism against urban planning for being
too abstract and largely addressing only a macro city scale, and being detached from local
conditions and the human dimension whereas architecture and building design on the other
hand has been too focused in addressing specificities confined to an individual plot. The
interface, or the space between buildings, buildings and the street and other public spaces has
remained poorly addressed and are largely dealt with as left over spaces with no discernible
identity. An urban design approach to shape coherent urban form unique to local conditions
should include:
a) Urban Design through Local Area Planning to support formation of communities
• Plan layouts of streets such that they prioritise pedestrian movement and nonmotorised movement;
• Design of street and infrastructure networks to allow formation of local communities at
neighbourhood scale;
• Ensure equitable access to urban basic services and social infrastructure for all sections
of society;
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•
•
•

Design local institutions to enhance opportunities to bring people together;
Preserve local natural features and enhance opportunities to experience them within
walking distances and to develop favourable micro climate;
Enhance local anchors, historic or otherwise to become memorable hubs for local
communities.

b) Development Control Regulations
• Enable imageable built form in local areas by enhancing unique local characteristics or
features;
• Preservation and enhancement of natural features through supportive provisions in
buildings;
• Shape edge conditions of buildings such that they contribute to street life;
• Incorporate sustainable development objectives of the city through regulations for
buildings;
• Coherent built form through regulation of façade, built massing, height, openings,
colour, texture etc.
c) Shaping Public Spaces
• Design of all public spaces between buildings;
• Prioritise infrastructure for pedestrian and cyclists along streets;
• Design of public areas such that they are gender sensitive and accessible to the
differentially abled;
• Design of public transport infrastructure such that they promote equitable access to all
sections of society
• Strategies to ensure safety and security in public spaces especially
6.

Introducing Zonal Level Planning: The proposed multiple municipal corporations should
undertake Zonal Development Plans at Zone/Municipal Corporation level as intermediary
plans between the macro scaled city plan and the micro level ward plan
a) Zonal or Municipal Corporation level plans: These plans are proposed to work as
intermediary plans between the ward plans and the city level Greater Bengaluru Authority
Plan. The main purpose of these plans is to compile all the ward level plans within its
jurisdiction and ensure a smooth translation of GBA level policies to the ward plans and vice
versa. This plan shall also address any conflict across different ward level plans and allow for
inter ward prioritisation within a zone. This plan also provides ground level information from
the ward plans to city level decision making.
b) Delineation of the Zonal Development Plan Jurisdiction: The proposed multiple municipal
corporations in consultation with the Greater Bengaluru Authority shall delineate the
boundary of zones for planning. These zone boundaries will together constitute a Municipal
Corporation and shall follow the existing Ward boundaries to avoid overlaps or division of
Wards and are to be delineated in the GBA’s City Perspective Plan.
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c) Planning and Implementing Agency: The Municipal Corporation shall be responsible for
preparation of Zonal Development Plans and the execution of projects undertaken under the
plans. The plan preparation shall be executed through Zonal Committees and Ward
Committees. The Town Planning Officer, who is a member of the Zonal committee shall act
as the planning officer for plan preparation.
d) Planning process: The zonal plan would prepare a vision for the jurisdiction under its
respective Municipal Corporation, with strategies to achieve the vision and allocate space
and resources to address current and future requirements of the area. The plan also
incorporates all projects planned at the GBA and Regional level for the city. The plan shall
also incorporate specific requirements identified at Ward level and act as arbitrator if there
any conflicts between Ward Plans. The Zonal Committee facilitates public participation and
ensures incorporation of their concerns in the planning process. Once the plan is prepared, it
is submitted to the GBA for appropriate incorporation into the City Perspective Plan. The
Zonal Committee shall prioritize the projects for implementation as per the plan and
monitor and evaluate its implementation by various departments and the Municipal
Corporation and submit periodic reports to GBA. The Zonal Development Plan would have a
5-year Vision Period in conjunction with Annual Development Plans which detail budgets
and implementable projects.
7. Bettering City Level Planning: Greater Bengaluru Authority (GBA) should undertake the
preparation of the city perspective plan for the city region, with a vision for the city,
incorporating proposed land use frameworks and regional strategies
a) Planning at GBA scale: This is the scale at which the master plan is prepared for Bengaluru
and revised every 10 years under current frameworks. The city level plan while reflecting
socio political expectations are currently not vertically and horizontally integrated with
decisions at multiple scales. The proposed planning system envisages dove tailing of the city
level plan with the regional level plan while also integrating concerns and needs from
bottom-up processes at the ward and zonal levels.
b) Delineation of the City Perspective Plan Jurisdiction: The area under the GBA shall
constitute the area of the City Perspective Plan which is envisaged as the current Bengaluru
Development Authority (BDA) jurisdiction.
c) Planning and Implementing Agency: The GBA shall be responsible to oversee planning
activities of the City Perspective Plan. The current set-up of the Bengaluru Development
Authority would act as the technical secretariat of the GBA and shall undertake preparation
of the City Perspective Plan. The GBA would be responsible to oversee all or any of the
provisions proposed in the Plan including implementation of projects, land pooling schemes,
detailed town planning schemes and regulate spatial planning and developmental activities.
The GBA may create or assign specific agencies to take on various functions from time to
time.
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d) City Perspective Plan: The City Perspective Plan would set a common vision for the city, set
out key strategies, propose land uses frameworks, and incorporate regional priorities as set
out by the MPC for the region. The plan would ensure integrated development priorities
across agencies, as well as ensure a top-down cum down-top process that reflects the
concerns and needs from the ward level. The plan also acts as arbitrator and resolves
conflicts if any between Municipal Corporations. The City Perspective Plan would have a
planning period of 20 years, and will be reviewed in 5 year phases accompanied by detailed
annual plans and budgets that are monitored and evaluated using digital technologies
thereby incorporating feedback routinely. The city level plan also needs to proactively plan
urban villages that have been engulfed by urbanisation with place specific regulations.
Strategies for urban expansion and municipalisation are discussed in the module on
‘Municipalisation Strategy addressing Urban Expansion and Urban Villages’ by BBMP
Restructuring Committee.
8. Ensuring development-led proactive planning at the City Level: Statutory planning at scales
needs to be complemented with an implementation orientation through Strategic Planning
and Strategic Projects.
The city of Bengaluru (the GDP powerhouse of Karnataka State) much like other giant
metropolitan city-regions in India critically needs a proactive intervention and transformation of
its planning processes. The pressure of being a legal instrument often renders the traditional
land use based city ‘Master Plan’ deterministic and inflexible. The shift from ‘regulation’
oriented planning to active ‘vision led’ and ‘collaborative’ sustainable development is crucial.
‘Strategic Spatial Planning endorses a development-led approach that aims to intervene more
directly, more coherently and more selectively in social reality and development. This
internationally employed tool moves away from regulatory ‘control’ based policy instruments of
static land uses, purely market based solutions and statistical extrapolations. Growing awareness
indicates that producing plans may not be considered as the main purpose of planning and that
planning without implementation is futile (Oosterlynck and et.al 2010). Each situation and
context requires a specific process (Broeck 2008).
•

•

•

Components of a Strategic Spatial Plan: Developing a long-term vision and designing
alternative futures, detailing short and long term projects, involving relevant actors and
instruments needed to implement the strategic vision and participation and co-production
of both policy and space;
Strategic projects are a key output of Strategic Spatial Planning: ‘Strategic’ planning entails
choosing and prioritising certain goals and areas above others and are meant to be
integrative and not only sectoral. Projects and actions envisioned have inter-sectoral
implications and address the key challenge that needs to be resolved in a particular area;
Structural Impact: Strategic projects target urban spatial fragments rather than necessarily
the city as a whole and aims for a structural impact and catalysing effect on the larger urban
region;
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•

Inter-stakeholder negotiations are to be part of plan making process: This type of planning
is a co-produced socio spatial vision and process that requires horizontal as well as vertical
cooperation within government agencies. Strategies and projects must stem from
integration with the City Mobility Plan, City Economic Plan and various City Infrastructure
Plans. Inter-agency negotiations are to be part of the plan making process. Co-production
also indicates involvement of various local groups, local actors, and disadvantaged groups
bringing in social innovation that addresses local needs;

Regional Plan (MPC)

GREATER BENGALURU AUTHORITY (GBA)

INSTITUTIONAL STAKEHOLDERS
Mobility Strategy

Strategic Spatial Plan and Strategic
Projects

BMLTA (DULT)
BMRCL
BMTC etc

1) Long Term Strategic Vision

Economic Development Strategy

2) Alternative Future Scenarios

GBA Eco Dev cell
KIADB
KUIDFC
Industry

3) Co-production with relevant actors and
disadvantaged groups

Infrastructure (Sectoral) Strategy
4) Strategic Project Prioritisation as short and
long term actions:
▪ Targets spatial fragments that bring structural
impact and catalysing effect on larger urban
region, enables prioritisation of actions
▪ Has strong intersectoral dependencies and ties
together multiple actors and actions
▪ Enables seizing local opportunities that
suddenly arise, and are more feasible to
implement in terms of time and space
Land Use Master Plan (BDA)

GBA Infra cell
BWSSB
BESCOM
BDA etc

LOCAL GROUPS AND ACTORS
▪ Local Priorities and Needs
▪ Social Innovation & Local
Knowledge
▪ Participation of community
groups, citizens and
nongovernmental organizations

Regulatory controls and land use allocations
Zonal Plans and Ward Plans

Figure 7: Recommended framework for Strategic Spatial Planning in Bengaluru City-Region
Source: Chart generated by WRI India

•

Strategic Spatial Plans are anchored by strong leaders or agencies: Strategic projects are to
be embedded in long term visions shaped by values of diversity, social justice and equality.
Strategic Spatial Planning is often anchored by empowered local agencies or political
representatives often being a mayor in international contexts. The use of strategic projects
should be introduced as a pro-active instrument in spatial planning and to create specific
bodies dealing with integrated projects and area focussed planning within the governmental
institutions at all policy levels.
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Figure 8: Strategic Spatial Plan and Strategic Projects example of New York City;
Source: (Blasio n.d.)
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Strategic spatial planning as a planning tool enables coordination and negotiation between
agencies of land use, transportation, infrastructure service provision, and economic
development and since it is not a legal/ statutory tool, it allows negotiation across stakeholders
without the fear of repercussion. Strategic planning focuses, both in the short and the long term,
on framing decisions, actions, projects and their implementation (with a clear understanding of
impacts through scenario building) and incorporates a clear link to budget, monitoring,
evaluation, feedback, adjustment and revision.
Taking a comprehensive view of the city’s future, strategic projects can range in scale from
deciding which mass transit system the city must choose; health facility improvements, where a
new central business district can be opened, area improvement plans, slum redevelopment etc.
The regulating land use plan could continue to be used for building permissions and sanctions
and providing a legal certainty for actionable projects rolling out of this visioning tool. At the
Ward Scale, Local Area Plans must take precedence and Strategic Projects must be implemented
through this scale of plan. (Section 5.6 discussed in detail how a strategic project could work).
9. Enhancing Regional Level Planning: The Metropolitan Planning Committee (MPC) should
prepare the Bengaluru Metropolitan Regional Level (Structure) Plan with broad land utilisation
frameworks as a guidance framework to city perspective plans and regional level
infrastructure and commons.
a) Planning at Bangalore Metropolitan Region Scale: The Regional Perspective Plan (known as
the Regional Structure Plan currently) would ensure the coordinated planning of the region
integrating Bengaluru City with surrounding urban and rural centres. With surrounding
urban centres such as Anekal, Devanahalli, Doddaballapur etc. growing rapidly, their
integration with the capital city is crucial to manage interdependencies, a common vision
and to plan for common infrastructure and connectivity. The plan will also play the role of
resolving and negotiating any conflicts between the various urban centers and various
agencies operating in the Region.
b) Declaration of Metropolitan Planning Region: The current jurisdiction of the Bengaluru
Metropolitan Region Development Authority which comprises of the districts of Bengaluru
Urban, Bengaluru Rural and Ramnagaram serves as the current Metropolitan Region.
c) Planning agency: Through a government notification a Metropolitan Planning Committee
(MPC) should be established for the Metropolitan Region. The BMRDA would serve as the
technical secretariat of the MPC.
d) Regional Perspective Plan: The Bengaluru Metropolitan Region Plan with broad land
utilisation frameworks will serve as a guidance framework to city perspective plans and
regional level common infrastructure. The Plan would indicate current and proposed growth
areas, proposed regional level projects, settlement areas for planning and environmental
priorities. Land use conversions and changes and major development permissions provided
by local bodies in BMR need to be as per the Regional plan. Strategies for urban expansion
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and municipalisation of areas in BMR are discussed in the module - Municipalisation Strategy
addressing Urban Expansion and Urban Villages by BBMP Restructuring Committee.
10. Assigning clear roles and responsibilities to agencies by scale of operation: Assigning roles and
responsibilities to agencies through a detailed activity mapping across scales will greatly
improve efficiency, role clarity and reduce overlaps.
The opportunity of a new governance structure for Bengaluru through the GBA Act will allow a
reorganization that focuses on enhancing horizontal integration between the current vertical
setup of institutions involved in planning, development, provision of services and monitoring
and evaluation. The BBMP Restructuring Committee as part of its Phase 1 Report, had
undertaken the task of mapping nearly 700 activities across 18 government agencies. This
exercise of activity mapping is imperative in designing, planning and implementation systems
involving multiple levels of government to ensure role clarity (Raghunandan 2007) and must be
taken forward with accountability parameters for performance. The following table shows a
hypothetical example of suggested reorganization of responsibilities at various scales of public
bus transport.
Example: Planning and Public Bus Transport activities
Governance
activity
Public Bus
Transport
Services,
currently
provided by
BMTC

Regional level

GBA level

Municipal Corporation/ Zonal level

Ward level

Policy
and
vision
coformulation,
legislative
requirements,
and
hiring
procedures;

Planning of bus route
networks;
Planning of depots;
Redesigning & scheduling
of routes;
Planning of bus terminals;
Undertaking
fare
structuring & revision;
Undertaking research &
studies
in
urban
transport;
Monitoring safety, health
&
environmental
standards.
Purchase
of
buses;
Implementation
of
Intelligent
Transport
Systems;
Maintenance of database
of fleet;
Modernising the fleet.

Operation of depots;
Establishment & operation of bus
terminals;
Maintenance of buses
Installation of bus shelters;
Management of breakdowns;
Providing public utilities for commuters
at bus terminals;
Providing safety & security at the bus
stands;
Regulating & managing fleet traffic;
Providing safety & security at the bus
stands;
Regulating advertisements at BMTC main
bus stops & buses;
Conducting surprise checks for ticketless
travels;
Operating buses on contract;
Issuing tickets & passes and extending
concessions;
Compliance to safety, health &
environment standards.

Planning of bus
stops in local
areas within the
Zonal plans;

Planning
and
establishment
of regional level
public transport
facilities
and
routing across
urban centres;
Undertaking
research
&
studies in urban
transport;

Planning,
implementing
and monitoring
walking
and
cycling access
to public bus
stops, managing
areas
around
them, parking
control etc;
Monitoring
safety
and
security in bus
stops.
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11. Effecting changes in the Acts of various agencies operating in Bengaluru to mandate
coordination and cooperation.
In the long-term planning and service provision agencies that are proposed to be integrated
within the umbrella institution of the GBA will require legislative and functional reorganisation.
This will need to be done at the local government level as well as at the parastatal agencies level.
As various agencies operating with Bengaluru’s city region are governed by their respective Acts
at the State level, these Acts will need to be amended to mandate coordination and cooperation
with the proposed GBA and other local level agencies. This would also enable monitoring and
evaluation at multiple scales under the supervision of elected representatives, which would
enhance accountability.
12. The Metropolitan Planning Committee should be re-constituted at the scale of the Bangalore
Metropolitan Region: The MPC should be set up at the scale of Bengaluru’s city-region
(BMRDA jurisdiction) and not the current limited jurisdiction of the city’s development
authority (BDA).
Bengaluru urban agglomeration has grown well beyond its municipal limits towards areas like
Electronics City and up to Anekal in the South, and towards Hebbal, Yelahanka and up to the
new international airport in the North. The peripheries of Bengaluru are its most dynamic areas
with over a 100% growth rate of population seen beyond both the municipal and development
authority boundary. Satellite imagery analysis shows that the urban spatial footprint of
Bengaluru expanded at the rate of 60 sq.km per year in the Bengaluru Metropolitan Region. To
manage this growth will require not only addressing inter municipality issues but also to make
larger decisions in its surrounding areas. Hence, to manage such concerns and functions article
243ZE in the 74th Constitutional Amendment provides for the setting up of a Metropolitan
Planning Committee (MPC).
The provision for setting up MPC’s in metropolitan areas was enabled through an amendment
(Act 35, 1994) in the Karnataka Municipal Corporation Act, 1976. The Bengaluru Metropolitan
Area thus delineated for the MPC is approximately 1300 sq.km which is the current extent of the
Bengaluru Development Authority (BDA) and encompasses BBMP and excludes parts of the NICE
Corridor. The BDA jurisdiction has always had a single Master Plan being prepared for it which
will continue to happen with or without an MPC in place for the very same jurisdiction. The
objective of an MPC is to ensure that it consolidates plans prepared by the various municipalities
(or development authorities if so decided) in the metropolitan region and those of any rural local
bodies and thereby prepare the larger Metropolitan Development Plan. Setting up an MPC at
the BDA scale defeats such a purpose.
Globally, city-regions are considered inseparable and a regional perspective is essential to
managing the city’s economic growth and environmental sustainability. A mega city like
Bengaluru is closely networked to its hinterland through natural systems, economic linkages,
social interdependency, human resources and access to physical and social infrastructure.
For instance, a considerable proportion of food resources consumed in the city are produced in
the region, and various trade and manufacturing activities too rely on produce from the region.
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Urban, peri-urban and rural areas are better connected due to improved transport connectivity
and new economic activities prefer to be located immediately outside the city due to relatively
inexpensive land and yet be served by the facilities and the labour pool of the city. The
interdependency between Bengaluru and its region hinges on key factors of infrastructure
connectivity such as roads, rail, airports, water supply, waste management, logistics facilities etc.
and access to social infrastructure such as health and education for its efficient every day
functioning. For example, a closer look at the Bengaluru International Airport Area Planning
Authority (BIAAPA) jurisdiction indicates several hectares of land being taken up for an IT-ITes
SEZ, an IT Park, a hardware park, an aerospace park etc. Rather than deny this reality, it is better
to accept that such proposals will have a significant impact on Bengaluru and must be managed
in a way that regional coordination and cooperation is ensured.
Bengaluru Metropolitan Region Development Authority (BMRDA) enabled by the BMRDA Act,
currently prepares a Structure Plan for the region covering an area of 8,005 sq. km. The BMRDA
already coordinates the plans of the various area planning authorities that are almost contiguous
to Bengaluru such as Anekal, BIAAPA, Nelamangala, Magadi, Hoskote etc. and then prepares the
Regional Structure Plan. As it is also the approver of the master plans in the region, it can
thereby negotiate across the various master plans to make changes that ensure a coordinated
region. With this current institutional armature already in place performing most of the
functions of an MPC, improving its efficiency, functions and enabling mechanisms is a more
viable and preferred option. The reasons are compelling and various reports such as the
Kasturirangan Report, the BMRDA Structure Plan, the BBMP Restructuring Expert Committee
Report and several eminent experts have in one voice recommended that the MPC should be at
the scale of the BMRDA, with the BMRDA serving as its technical secretariat.

13. Setting up of a single geo spatial database across city agencies: The Bengaluru Spatial
Information Centre (BASIC) is proposed to be the single source and custodian of all geo spatial
data for the city-region and is a precursor to enable truly integrated planning with inputs from
various sectoral departments.
As part of the BBMP Restructuring Committee’s efforts, a separate implementation module has
been prepared titled ‘Bengaluru Spatial Information Centre’ which should be referred to. The
module details out the requirement to pass a Geo-Spatial Act for Bengaluru on the lines of
efforts already undertaken in Delhi with appropriate infrastructure capabilities to provide geo
spatial data creation, storage and sharing that is up to date and of high quality. This will ensure
that various departments operating in the city do not duplicate efforts of creating multiple
databases for the same city which are not compatible with each other and results in resource
and time losses. Such a database which is constantly updated will ensure a view of various
projects that are completed, ongoing and proposed for the city by various departments and will
go a long way in speeding up planning processes for the rapidly growing city.
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2.

Background

As per Census 2011, Karnataka is 38.7% urban, which is much higher than the national average of
31.2%. Bengaluru has always been the undisputed leader in the State’s urban hierarchy. It is
interesting to note that Bengaluru, which emerges as the largest city in the State, has taken the lead
by almost 9 times from its nearest contenders in terms of population as Hubli-Dharwad and Mysore
both have a population of less than 1 million each. Bengaluru has been one of the fastest growing
urban regions in India. In the last 2 decades, it has grown from 4.1 million in 1991 to 9.6 Million in
2011 in the Urban Agglomeration area.
The per capita income of Bengaluru Urban district is almost 3 times the per capita income of
Karnataka on an average. Per capita income of Bengaluru Urban district is also among the highest in
South Indian states and in the country. The access to economic opportunity coupled with physical
and social infrastructure availability has continued to attract people to this city. 80% of global IT
companies have based their India operations and R & D centers in Bengaluru (Karnatak Udyog Mitra
n.d.); it is the 4th largest technology cluster in the world; Bengaluru Urban District has contributed
33.6% to GSDP at Current Prices (Directorate of Economics & Statistics 2016); Bengaluru accounts for
80% (Urban Development Department 2009) of the sales tax and 75% of the corporate tax collection
in the state; Bengaluru therefore remains an attractive destination for economic opportunities in the
region and the country.
The unprecedented growth of the city is also accompanied with acute challenges. Planning for the
city’s rapid growth is dependent on the planning processes set out in the Karnataka Town and
Country Planning (KTCP) Act, 1961. The Act has undergone multiple need based amendments over
time, but has not been comprehensively revised in over 50 years. While there is an urgent need for
comprehensive revision of the Act, it is also essential to recognize the drastic difference of growth
dynamics and complexities of Bengaluru from the rest of the State. Governance wise, Bengaluru has
grown too large and unwieldy to be managed by a single Municipal Corporation. The 2007
amalgamation of the erstwhile Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike (BMP) with 7 City Municipal Councils
(CMC), 1 Town Municipal Council (TMC) and 110 villages did not yield expected gains. Even after a
decade, the newly added areas continue to be underserved with basic infrastructure.
The city’s infrastructure is under extreme stress due to the huge demand of a rapidly increasing
urban population. While the local agencies struggle to provide infrastructure to match the city’s pace
of growth and global image, it also has been unable to protect its environmental systems, leading to
a steady deterioration of quality of life. Further challenges include ineffective governance and
administration due to an overriding influence of the parastatal agencies; negligible citizen
participation; planning not conducted at micro levels; lack of empowered decentralized governance
setups; major public trust deficit due to lack of transparency with the governance; financial
mismanagement and low levels of implementation of the City Master Plan.
A mega city like Bengaluru which competes with other global cities requires effective and
customised planning processes to manage its current day needs and complexities. The need for
reforms in the planning and project implementation process for Bengaluru is critical.
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3.

Scope, Limitations, Approach and Methodology

Aim and Objectives:
It is essential to correlate the realities and challenges of current rapid urbanization in Bengaluru to
the methods of planning, developing and monitoring the growth of Bengaluru. Efficient planning
frameworks tuned specifically to Bengaluru could deliver effective outcomes for all stakeholders
while maintaining the integrity of sustainable development and resource management objectives.
Reforms in statutory provisions are the building blocks to make planning more robust, rational,
integrated, and outcome oriented. The objectives of this report include:










Introducing scales of plans in planning through a legislative framework specific to Bengaluru
city;
Incorporation of provisions of the 73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendment Act;
Long pending comprehensive revision of planning legislation (KTCP Act 1961) and introduce
a Bengaluru specific approach;
Correlating current urbanization challenges to improve existing planning processes;
Correlation between Land use planning - Transport and Infrastructure Planning - Economic
Development strategy;
Enhance cooperation and coordination between various agencies involved in planning and
development;
Enabling easier planning by simplification of the processes by use of technology;
Empowering participatory and inclusive planning;
Enhancing accountability of Planning Institutions for development.

Scope and limitations of the report:
This document provides a broad direction and scope for a planning framework for Bengaluru with
the following scope and limitations:







The report deals with town planning related aspects to be covered by the proposed Greater
Bengaluru Authority Act. However, considering that KTCP Act 1961, is the overall umbrella
Act applicable for urban areas of the State and the State government is proceeding with
comprehensive revision of the Act, a dedicated chapter specific to Bengaluru introducing
scales of plans could also be included in the revised KTCP Act;
The report heavily relies on BBMP Restructuring Committee report as guiding document for
governance related issues in the Bengaluru Metropolitan Region;
The report is not a legal document, but rather it provides an overall direction for introducing
the scales of planning in Bengaluru, to be considered while preparing legislations in this
regard;
It Incorporates learnings from international best practices that have had success in newer
innovative forms of planning to leap frog urban development challenges;
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Limitation: International practices may not be directly transferable to the local context of
Bengaluru and need be tuned appropriately. For example, empowered mayors that exist in
many international cities does not exist in Bengaluru.

Approach for proposed framework:
The approaches to arrive at an alternate planning system for Bengaluru, aims to overcome the
infirmities in the current system, while also supporting governance reforms:






Enhance integration between divergent disciplines through ensuring plans and processes are
co-terminus;
Enhance coordination in planning through building empowered institutions which are in
charge of planning, financing, implementing, monitoring and evaluating developments;
Enhance accountability of planning and development processes and instituting measurable
outcomes coupled with enhanced transparency and accountability;
Simplification of legislation to reduce hurdles in speed of implementation;
Enhancing public participation to enable robust solutions and build public consensus.

Methodology:
A detailed assessment of various secondary information such as national and state acts, the
constitution, and reports on planning in Bengaluru were referred to. Discussions with key
stakeholder agencies were conducted to understand interdepartmental challenges and viewpoints.
The following tasks were conducted as part of this report:









Detailed study of BBMP Restructuring Committee Way Forward Report;
Inter-sectoral approach to identify existing challenges that can be addressed by planning
legislation;
Learning from best practices of planning legislation in the country;
Comparison with recently revised Acts of other States (eg: Kerala Ordinance);
Model laws integrating 73rd and 74th Amendment;
Reports from various eminent panels on Governance of Bengaluru;
Discussions with experts in the field;
Consultative discussions with stakeholders involved in planning, development and service
provision.

Note: Details provided in chapter 5 for the contents of the plans are based on the Model Regional and Town
Planning and Development Law, 1985 and Kerala Town and Country Planning Ordinance 2014
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4.

Analysis of Existing Situation

4.1 Planning Frameworks for Bengaluru City-Region (KTCP Act 1961)
Spatial Planning process for urban areas in the State are enabled through the Karnataka Town and
Country Planning Act, 1961. The Karnataka Town and Country Planning Act, 1961 was enacted with a
view to provide full civic and social amenities for the people of the State through the creation of
favourable conditions for planning and re-planning of urban and rural areas of the State (KTCP Act
1961). It was to prevent uncontrolled land development due to land speculation and profiteering in
land; ensure balanced use of land through preservation and improvement of existing recreation
facilities and direct future growth of populated areas in the State ensuring desirable standards of
environmental health and hygiene. The creation of facilities for orderly growth of industry and
commerce was expected to promote general standards of living in the State.


Lack of comprehensive revision of town planning legislations (KTCP Act 1961): Although several
piecemeal modifications have been made over time to the Karnataka Town and Country
Planning Legislation, a comprehensive revision has not been undertaken in over half a century.
This bears significance at a time when Bengaluru is facing unprecedented rapid growth and is in
dire need of relevant policies, plans and projects that are not rendered obsolete. As a
consequence to the formulation of other Acts such as City of Bangalore Municipal Corporation
(Amendment) Act 1967, the Bangalore Metropolitan Region Development Authority Act, 1985
etc, sections regarding dissolution or supersession of local authorities and Plans for Bangalore
Metropolitan Region etc were incorporated into the KTCP Act. Such piecemeal amendments
have rendered the Act to be disorganised;



Non-alignment with 73rd and 74th Constitutional Amendments: The Constitution of India
underwent two pertinent amendments, its 73rd amendment for rural areas and its 74th for urban
areas. As per the 74th amendment, a new third tier of government at the municipal level
emerged within the previously two tiered federal system of the Centre and the States. Based on
the 73rd and 74th CAA, the Model Urban and Regional Planning and Development Law was
formulated by the Ministry of Urban Development as guideline for States to follow, whereas the
KTCP Act has not yet been revised to incorporate such Constitutional Amendments;



Lack of Planning at various scales: Spatial planning, as per the current KTCP Act is restricted only
to the Master Plan scale and the provision of Town Planning Scheme at local area level (which
remains unused). The Act does not mandate a Regional Scale or a plan at the smaller scale such
as a Local Area/Ward Plan. Since all planning is done only at the city level, the plan remains a
broad-brush plan and lacks details pertaining to local areas. As a centralised city level activity, it
is also difficult for citizens to participate in planning and provide inputs to solve issues in their
local areas. Unplanned growth along the peripheries of the city is common, due to lack of
statutory regional planning frameworks to channelize growth in the surrounding villages and
smaller urban areas. Coordination between urban local bodies in the region is also increasingly
challenging to implement major regional level infrastructure and projects.
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Bengaluru has witnessed a rapid increase in its urban built up area in recent years (figure 9). Analysis
by WRI India1 indicates an increase in urban area of 13 sqkms / year in BBMP area, 29 sq kms/year in
the BDA area and about 60 sq kms / year in the BMRDA region. As per the KTCP Act, the Master Plan
for the city (BDA Area) needs to be revised only once in 10 years which is inadequate to respond to
such rapid growth.

Legend:

1990

2000

2010

2015

Figure 9: Rapid Unplanned Urban Built Up Area Expansion in Bengaluru City Region
Source: Image generated by WRI India
Data Source: Source: Global Land Survey and LandSat (USGS), Open Streets Map, NHAI
1

Data Source: Land use and land cover (50K) 2005-06 to 2011-12, NRSC-ISRO
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Figure 10 : Broad comparison of KTCP Act 1961, Actual Situation and the recommended Model Law
Source: WRI India analysis

The chart shows a comparison of mandates to prepare plans at various scales as per KTCP Act, the
actual situation on ground and the Model Law. Though there are several need based plans prepared
for the city including central government schemes, they have not been integrated with the Master
Plan.

4.2 Fractured institutional setup and a reduced role of spatial planning in development
While the Urban Development Department (UDD) is the nodal department at the State level,
responsible for urban development and administration, the Bengaluru Development Authority
(BDA), is responsible for the preparation and enforcement of the Master Plan for Bengaluru which is
submitted to the State Government for approval. However, similar to UDD there are a number of
other departments at the State level that also deal with matters related to land and urban
development in Bengaluru. The core functions and services provided by these departments focus
towards their own core sectoral objectives. The jurisdictions and functions of these sectoral
departments often overlap and there is little or no coordination with the city’s master plan. As most
of the departments are headed by State Level Ministers and bureaucrats their reporting structures
do not mandate their coordination at the city level for planning. There is a lack of a powerful
overarching institution which could bring together all these sectoral departments for planning. This
is a common problem affecting the effectiveness of spatial planning across the country. In order to
have planning for the city to be robust and coordinated, it is essential to evolve strong planning
institutions, headed by effective and accountable leaders who can bring together diverse
stakeholders to plan, implement and monitor development in the city.
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Figure 11: Current Condition of Fractured Institutions and Challenge for Integrated Planning;
Source: WRI India, adopted from (Vidyadhar 2009)

4.3 Issues with current system of Master Planning
There have been four Master Plans prepared for Bengaluru in the past decades. The current master
planning system has remained an inadequate instrument for ensuring orderly spatial development.
The instrument of zoning and sub-division regulations and building bye-laws collectively called
‘Development Control’ have promoted an attitude of ‘control’ rather than development (Urban
Development Department 2009). Due to the large number of violations, the State has brought in The
Karnataka Regularisation of Unauthorised Construction in Urban Areas Act, 1991 to regularise illegal
constructions in the urban areas. The enforcement of such legislation points out the gaps in the
KTCP Act and the planning process for managing the rapid urban growth of the State (Urban
Development Department 2009). Following are some of the key issues in the current system of
master planning:







Sectoral agencies have their own acts, plans, projects and implementation schedules. Interagency negotiations remain out of the scope of the master planning process;
Master Plan stipulates static land uses, statistical extrapolations for the future and
regulatory controls;
Regulatory controls are more violated than followed: Routine setback violations,
disproportionate FAR consumption, Non-permissible uses, building on reservations,
unimplemented amenities & facilities, unimplemented road alignments, encroachment etc.;
Chapters written in master plans are often merely academic. Inter-agency negotiations
remains out of scope of the master planning process;
Various urban development programs such as JnNURM, RAY, AMRUT, PMAY, SEZs etc. are
well funded, conceived and operated completely outside the master planning framework.
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Their impacts are often not considered in planning, often merely indicated and not
sufficiently integrated to plan for their impacts in the city;
Master Plans have not been successful in incorporating market forces, which have a large
role in determining the scale and location of economic activities;
Planning is restricted to development authority jurisdictions often not considering the
regional context in which city is located;
Local specificities typically missed out in the generalised city level plan;
Mostly a top-down exercise with little public participation, lack of public consensus building
and rent seeking efforts by powerful interest groups.
Needs of economically weaker sections of the society are poorly addressed;
Proposals for public purposes are often implemented through compulsory land acquisition,
this renders it mostly unviable considering the high amounts of compensation that need to
be paid.
Excessive time consumed in plan preparation and approval process.

The Master Plan for Bengaluru 2015 had several drawbacks in its preparation (SPA 2009). They
include: its revision only once in 10 years making it a static document that does not respond to
dynamic changes; the time taken for plan preparation, approval, and implementation was twice as
long as what is prescribed in the KTCP Act, public consultation to hear objections and suggestions
were held only at the draft plan stage; had an excessive focus on IT related sector and ignored
several other areas including the vast number of urban villages; lack of a detailed investment
strategy for its implementation, no indication of phasing of the 10 year plan etc (SPA 2009).
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4.4 Lack of planning at local scales resulting in unsustainable growth
As discussed earlier, The KTCP Act does not mandate scales of plans and local area planning at the
ward scale remains a missing piece of legislation. Due to the generalised nature of the land use
based city master plan, the needs of wards growing rapidly are not treated differently from wards
which are completely built or facing low developmental pressures causing uneven and unplanned
development on the ground.
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Legend:
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Figure 12:Increase in Urban Built Up Area from 1990 to 2015 in Whitefield, Bengaluru;
Source: Image generated by WRI India, Data Source: Global Land Survey and LandSat (USGS), Open Streets
Map, NHAI
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As indicated in the figure 12, Whitefield area in Bengaluru has witnessed rapid growth in terms of
urbanisation and urban built up area. From being sparsely built in the 1990’s to covering over 230mn
sqft of built area on the ground in 2015, and witnessing a floating population of over 3.5lakh people
as it is a major employment hub, the area today faces several challenges. As Figure 13 indicates,
large parcels of land have been taken up by various technology parks and gated communities leaving
very little land for public purpose needs such as a structured road network, parks and open spaces,
amenities and facilities etc.
The area today faces prolonged traffic jams due to the lack of road networks and alternate routes,
lack of footpaths, poor solid waste management, and inadequate services provision as clear
hierarchies of roads to run them are absent, resulting in a lot of self-provisioning such as bore wells
for water. Such unplanned and unsustainable growth is difficult and costly to unwind and could have
been prevented with effective local area planning.

Legend:

Figure 13: Disconnected and unplanned development in Whitefield, Bengaluru.
Source: Image generated by: WRI India
Data Source: Global Land Survey and LandSat (USGS), Open Streets Map, NHAI
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4.5 Challenges and Opportunities
Challenges in achieving Planning at Scales and Strategic Planning








Spatial planning is influenced by various activities of multiple departments of Central and
State governments and parastatal agencies apart from the local government. Hence the
proposed change in planning processes would require active involvement in all the State,
Central and other Para state agencies involved;
The current planning process has been delayed due to various reasons which are within and
outside the purview of city agencies. Shifting to a continuous planning process would require
a very different mode of working from the current for agencies;
The envisaged scale of planning activity would be far more intensive and resource
consuming than the current situation. Internal capacity of the local government need to be
improved drastically to effectively prepare plans at every Ward Level and Zone level within a
given time frame, to feed in to other scales of plans;
Public participation in the current planning system is minimal. Capacity building and
sensitization are essential to rapidly shift towards citizen participation oriented planning.

Opportunities of introducing Planning at Scales and Strategic Planning:
Introducing scales of plans through Greater Bengaluru Authority Act would be crucial opportunity to
reform planning, however other current circumstances also provides opportunities for smaller and
incremental reforms.








Comprehensive revision of KTCP Act 1961, is being considered by State Government, it is an
opportunity to include a dedicated chapter for Bengaluru with scales of planning provisions
included. This could be an immediate route to reform planning, even if establishing the
overall GBA Act gets delayed;
Establish spatial planning as a base to bring convergence of plans on a spatial digital
platform for planning, implementation and management. This could be achieved through
common GIS database across all departments and agencies, through a Bengaluru Spatial
Information Center (BASIC) as recommended by the BBMP Restructuring Committee;
Revised Master Plan 2031 could incorporate key principles of scales of planning, such as
local Ward planning by identifying priority areas and specify guidelines to prepare them. Proactive steps could be taken to broaden the scope of spatial planning to address
‘development’ as a larger definition beyond the current ambits through coordination with
wide stakeholder engagement. It could include frameworks for constant updating of existing
land use to feed into monitoring and evaluation of the master plans and speedier plan
making process;
Public participation to enhance citizen’s role in decision making and enhanced role of civic
society organizations in plan making process also brings in higher levels of acceptance for
the plan.
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5.

Details of suggested framework of Scales of Plans

5.1 Key Principles and Aspects to follow | Scales of Plans and Strategic Spatial Planning
In order to shift from the current setup, spatial planning needs to focus on socio-economic
development, creation of employment opportunities and improving the quality of life of people. To
address these aspects, the existing planning process should integrate inputs from multiple
disciplines and also at multiple scales such as Regional, City, and Local levels (figure 14). It is essential
to move towards a framework approach to development rather than rely on the current
prescriptive mode of planning. This could help channelize the local market forces rather than trying
to control them, which most of the time ends up being unimplemented.
MPC - Regional Plan
GREATER BENGALURU AUTHORITY (GBA)
Strategic Spatial Plan
and Strategic Projects

Mobility
Strategy

Economic
Development
Strategy

Infrastructure
(Sectoral) Strategy

BMLTA (DULT)
BMRCL
BMTC etc

GBA Eco Dev cell
KIADB
KUIDFC
Industry

GBA Infra cell
BWSSB
BESCOM
BDA etc

GBA
Land Use Master
Plan
BDA
MUNICIPAL CORPORATION (MC)
ZONE

Ward Priority
Aggregation

Compilation
Reviews

WARD
Ward Plan

Projects and
Schemes

Approved Budgets

Ward Committee
+ Area Sabha, RWAs
+ Civil Society
Participation

Ward Committee

Ward Committee

Figure 14: Proposed Planning Process for the 3 tiered structure of GBA
Source: (Expert Committee: BBMP Restructuring 2015)
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Figure 15: Proposed Scales of Plans and Continuous Planning Process for Bangalore.
Source: WRI India, based on (Expert Committee: BBMP Restructuring 2015)

Key Principles and Aspects to consider in the Spatial Planning and Strategic Planning Frameworks:


Definition of ‘Development’ in a broader sense than current narrower approach: 73rd and
74th Constitutional amendment defines development as a broad framework to improve lives of
people. Along with spatial development aspects, the Article 243W of the 12th Schedule includes
economic and social development, protection of environment and promotion of ecological
aspects, urban poverty alleviation, safe guarding weaker sections of society including
handicapped and mentally challenged and promotion of cultural, educational and aesthetic
aspects. Hence the term 'development' should be broad enough to include economic and social
development which is inclusive of all sections of the society along with the protection of
environment and promotion of ecological aspects.



Spatial planning to bring convergence of plans by various agencies for other sectors beyond
the ambit of Urban Development Department: To achieve comprehensive planning, current
planning practices need to look beyond the sector specific goals of Urban Development
Department. It is observed that the current implementation of master plans has not been able
to bring together various Central, State and local government agencies and their development
priorities on to a common spatial planning platform. Though the city master plans at its draft
stage are circulated to other departments, no concerted efforts are made to ensure that other
parallel plans and programs are part of the master plan or at least coordinated with it. This
often leads to uncoordinated development, duplication of work, ineffective usage of resources
and delay in planning and implementation. As a result, various State level agencies like
industrial area boards and housing boards acquire and develop land independently, which
usually conflicts with local planning practices.
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Spatial mapping as a base activity of planning, implementation and management: Mapping
activity needs to extensively cover all the development activities with reference to geographies
of the entire State. Karnataka has been one of the foremost States in India to adopt Geographic
Information System (GIS) for planning for the city of Bengaluru. The technology enabled system
could ease mapping activity that enable an incremental and continuous updating of on ground
information rather than only being done during the plan preparation process. Continuous
mapping of all the development related activities in a spatial plan helps form a common
platform of reference for various types of plans, conduct inter-sector analysis to identify
potential conflicts, ease development plan preparation processes for the future, including
monitoring and evaluation of implementation of plans and management of services.



Emphasis on the process of continuous plan preparation: There is a need for urban planning to
move from being a ‘robust product’ to a ‘robust process’ (Toutain and Gopiprasad 2006). It is
necessary to understand that planning is not merely an end of a process but a process by itself,
which continues even after the plan is published. It is proposed that all the plans prepared at
different levels will adopt a system of rolling plans.
o Long-term Perspective Plans to be prepared for a target period of 20 years
o Renewal of the Perspective Plans and Development Programs for every 5 years
o Annual Budgets to implement the Programs
o The 20-year plan will be used as a base plan for preparation of 5-year programs,
while the annual budgets will be prepared on the base of 5-year plans. This system
will help in horizontal integration of plans. The 20-years plans and 5-years plans are
required to be in co-terminus with the State Five Year Plans.

Figure 16: Proposed System of Rolling Plans, Example City Scale;
Source: Image generated by WRI India, based on (Expert Committee: BBMP Restructuring 2015)
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Coordination and management are basic requirements: Planning needs to be seen as a
platform for various stakeholders to reimagine their domains and areas. Planners need to play
the role of a coordinator and bring concerns of various quarters to a common platform.
Therefore planners need to acquire the role of a manager, coordinating between different
stakeholders and experts and bring forth their expertise for an effective planning process
(Vidyadhar 2010). They also need to provide room to sectoral experts, civic groups and
informed citizens with deep knowledge of subjects in deciding the strategies to solve the issues
of settlements.



Integration of Land use – Economic strategy - Transport & infrastructure planning: A close
coordination between the strategies of various sectoral departments enhance opportunities of
achieving goals of each department . Hence they need to be prepared and notified in absolute
co-terminus with same timeline for vision period, review and planning period.
 Economic strategy prepared by the proposed GBA will set the framework for the sustainable
economic development of Bengaluru to maximise on its potential for economic growth.
Linking this economic strategy with transport investments for example Metro Rail has direct
impact on urban and economic development of the city.
 Mobility strategy ideally should be prepared by UMTA (Unified Metropolitan Transport
Authority) that act as umbrella body to develop public transport accessibility. This authority
will essentially be a backbone for the economic development strategy of the GBA.
 Infrastructure will drive sustained economic growth when it is properly aligned with the
city’s priorities. For example availability of uninterrupted, high quality power supply directly
helps economic growth. Typically sectoral agencies operate under their own acts and
jurisdictions, resulting in setting their own priorities and disengaged projections of demand.



Linking spatial plans and investment plans: In the current setup the investment plans and the
spatial plans are prepared in different agencies with negligible interaction with each other. As a
result the spatial plans are ill informed about the possible development funds available in its
jurisdiction and the investment plans find it difficult to identify key areas for investments for
maximum outputs. In the proposed setup the entire project funding from all sources ranging
from Central Government to Local Agencies shall be routed through the spatial plans.



Simplification towards broad contents of the plans: To ensure that the planning agencies have
enough flexibility in their operation, the planning legislation should be formulated to have a
simplified language with broad themes to be covered in the plan preparation. These directions
ensure that the plans appropriately address all the current challenges of urbanization
effectively. It also provides sufficient flexibility to the planning institutions to adapt planning
frameworks suitable to the local requirements.



Speedier plan making process by constant updating of existing land use: To enable speedier
plan making process, it is proposed that the planning agencies shall constantly record Existing
Land Use (ELU) at regular intervals, which could then be used to monitor and evaluate the
implementation of current plans. Updating of ELU shall be done independent of planning cycles.
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This will ensure the availability of the most updated ELU at the time of preparation of the
master plan and hence help to save the time taken by the agencies in doing the existing
situation analysis, which otherwise take years to finish.


Systems of rules and regulations could provide more flexibility: The planning legislation needs
to be accompanied with a detailed set of rules and regulations to deal with specific issues in
depth. These rules and regulations make the legislation adaptable to local situations as well as
can be changed based on ground conditions without going through the cumbersome route of
making amendments in the Act.



Public participation to enhance citizen role in decision making: Lack of mandatory public
participation in planning process is often argued as one of the major deficiencies in the current
planning legislation. The proposed participatory planning approach in the revised Act will allow
local knowledge to form the basis of planning solutions. The direct involvement of community
at multiple stages of planning, allows them to become collaborators, planners and decisionmakers instead of being treated like an audience who is provided information after the
decisions have been made.
Public notification and invite for suggestions: In order to build consensus in planning it is
essential to enhance transparency of planning process. It is proposed to engage stakeholders
throughout the planning process and public participation at the following stages to invite
suggestions:
1. Existing situation analysis and identification of development Issues;
2. Vision and development strategies preparation;
3. Draft Perspective Plan.
However, public participation can also tend to prolong the time taken for planning; hence it is
essential to structure the process such that participation is conducted as a parallel activity
through efficient use of current digital technologies. This ensures that public participation does
not delay the timeline but enhance the planning process.
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Figure 17: Proposed Public Participation in Planning Process
Source: WRI India



Enhanced role of civic society organizations in plan making process: Civic society organizations
could play a very important role in implementation of Plans. Integrating their views in plan
preparation could help in producing a holistic plan and further building consensus for its
effective implementation.



Continuous monitoring and evaluation process: A systematic monitoring and evaluation of
plan implementation would enable timely evaluation of strategies according to changed
circumstances, which could help higher levels of success in implementation of plans. The
proposed framework for legislation outlines a broad process of continuous monitoring and
evaluation of project implementation under the Plans.



Contents of Ward Development Plan, Zonal Development Plan and City Perspective Plan:
(MoUD 1985), (Kerala Town and Country Planning Ordinance 2014) and (Jana Urban Space
Foundation 2011) were referred to detail out the proposed contents of the plans at ward, zonal
and city level. The plans may contain detailed proposals including and not limited to:
a.

b.
c.

Establishment of new development centres, redevelopment and improvement of existing
local area; planning of commercial areas including specialised markets, retail and tourism
areas;
Assess and project facilities for future such as for amenities for health, education and other
social infrastructure and areas for utilities infrastructure;
Delineate areas for industries and allied activities; development and landscaping of open
spaces, recreational areas, play grounds, parks, garden and urban forestry;
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d.

Proposals for conservation and protection of ecologically sensitive areas; conservation of
heritage and historical resources; protection from natural hazards, control of air and water
pollution;
e. Housing schemes for various income groups, weaker sections of the society and
upgradation of slums; redevelopment or renewal of blighted areas;
f. Provision for water supply system and sanitation system;
g. Provisions for electricity supply and communication;
h. Define and provide for the complete road and street pattern for the present and in the
future and indicate the traffic circulation;
i. Provision for public transportation including mass transit, bridges, pedestrian network,
cycling ways, parking facilities, transport terminals such as bus depots, bus bays, bus stops,
street furniture, lighting, landscaping of streets and plantation, improvement or road
junctions and measures for road safety;
j. Provisions to incorporate informal sectors;
k. Demolition or closure of buildings or functions that are incompatible to living;
l. Details of characteristic urban form such as foot print, height and building envelope and
floor area ratio;
m. Control over architectural features including façade features, openings, colour, texture,
frontage, size of buildings, courtyard, size of projections, advertisement signs and
hoardings, pickup and drop off points, entry points to the basement, parking and such
other requirement to integrate the building envelope in the vicinity;
n. Manner of disposal of assets, if any;
o. Promote area development approach rather than strips of development along movement
corridors through Local Area Planning. Such approach apart from helping organised
development also will opportunities to build in methods to generate funding such as land
value capture. Alternative methods for accessing land and generating finance for capital
investments are discussed in dedicated implementation module -Land Procurement for
Public Purposes by BBMP Restructuring Committee.
p. Indicate phasing of the plan, cost of implementation, means of cost recovery,
implementation, operation and maintenance mechanism and any other may be considered
necessary to ensure planned development.


Contents of Regional Plans by MPC at BMRDA level:
a.

b.
c.
d.

Demographic profile and projections over a 20 year period. Population assignment and
settlement pattern of rural service centres as well as small, medium and large urban
centres;
Generalised land utilization, analysis of physical and natural resource potentials and their
utilisation;
Economic survey and projection for formal and informal employment by means of
industrial growth, commerce and trade;
Integrated multi-modal transport system including mass transport at Metropolitan Region
level that concentrate on moving people and goods, connected with regional level and
settlement level economic activity centres;
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e.

f.

g.

h.
i.
j.
k.

l.

Housing projection for the future, with variety of housing type’s opportunities including
renewing and retrofitting of housing stock. Housing near employment for groups below
poverty line and other disadvantaged groups;
Protection of environmentally and ecologically sensitive areas such as conservation of
forests, water bodies, wetlands and other eco-sensitive areas and conservation of heritage
resources;
Integrated infrastructure development covering water, energy, sanitation, education,
health, recreation, communication and other utilities, facilities and services and disaster
management and resilience building;
Development of special areas, if any, such as new towns, industrial townships etc.;
Provisions to manage natural and manmade hazard prone areas;
Enhancement of agricultural activities, and rural development;
Fiscal resource requirements and integrative financing for planned development through 5
year phasing of programmes preferably co-terminus with the state five year plan and
annual budgets;
Any other particulars and details as may be considered necessary for planned development
and as may be directed by the Government.



Changes to Spatial Development Plans: Changes shall be made to a current Spatial
Development Plan, if and only if it is passed by the elected representatives in the Committee and
or if the change affects major Government sponsored projects. This link is essential for decision
makers and the elected representatives to be accountable to public on all the decisions. With
permission from the State Government, the authority shall publish each of the change and invite
suggestions and objections from the public. Upon receiving the comments and suggestions the
plan is modified and submitted to State Government for approval.



Renewal of plans: All spatial Development Plans shall be renewed every five years with vision
period for next twenty years and renewed development plan shall come in to force immediately
upon the completion of the current five year segment of the notified plan.

5.2 Planning at the Ward Level: Ward Development Plan


Delineation of the LAP jurisdiction
Delineation of Local Area Plan jurisdiction is the first major task to be undertaken for the
preparation of Local Area Plans. The Planning agency or the Municipal Corporation shall be
responsible to delineate the precise boundaries of the Ward Development Plan. This delineation
shall be done in consideration with the administrative wards and electoral wards to ensure that
they all coincide together to form equivalent of planning districts as followed in current setup.



Declaration of intention
Municipal Corporation appoints Ward Committee ,under which the Ward Development Plan
jurisdiction comes, should be assigned as planning agency responsible to prepare the Local Area
Plan. Once the jurisdiction is delineated, it shall be the responsibility of planning agency to
communicate to the State Government about it. After the intimation, the State Government
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shall publish the boundaries of area for which the Ward Development Plan is to be made in the
Official Gazette and in the local newspapers. The State Government shall also crosscheck that
the area proposed under the Ward development Plan does not come under any other scheme
which has been sanctioned previously. In case of an overlap, the State Government shall direct
the Municipal Corporation to incorporate the proposals of the scheme as part of the Ward
Development Plan. Then the Planning Agency shall publish a declaration of intention for the
preparation of the Ward Development Plan in the leading newspapers of the area as well as on
Municipal Corporation’s website. This declaration shall be treated as an official announcement
by the Planning Agency to start the preparation of Ward Development Plan and shall be treated
as the official starting date of the plan preparation process.


Procedure for Preparation, Publication and Sanctioning of Ward Development Plan
The plan preparation period for the Ward Development Plan is proposed to be twelve months
from the date of publication of intention for preparation of Ward Development Plan. The
planning agency shall appoint a planning officer to oversee the preparation of plan. The planning
officer shall be responsible the follow the procedure and timeline to prepare the plan as detailed
out in the Act. Here is the detailed procedure, as it is proposed to be covered in the Act:
a. After declaration of intention to prepare the Ward Development Plan, the planning agency
shall prepare or get prepared Ward Development Plan in not later than twelve months of
such declaration.
b. From the date of notification for preparation of Ward Development Plan within two months,
on studying existing situation, the planning agency shall identify development issues that are
to be addressed by the Ward Development Plan. It shall publish it on Municipal
Corporation’s website and notify places where copy of the development issues document is
available for one month for public inspection and for suggestions from public as well as
other government agencies involved in development works in the Local Planning Area. On
studying the suggestions, planning agency shall modify the development issues as
considered necessary to be incorporated in the preparation of Draft Ward Development
Plan.
c. From the date of notification for preparing the Ward development Plan within nine months,
planning agency shall prepare a Draft Ward Development Plan.
d. Planning Agency with permission from the sanctioning authority in the manner prescribed in
the Rules shall publish Draft Ward Development Plan and invite suggestions. The Draft Plan
shall be available for public and other government agencies’ inspection, inviting suggestions
within period of thirty days from the date of notification. Planning agency shall also forward
copy of the Draft Ward Development Plan to local governments and other government
agencies involved in spatial development of area for suggestions.
e. Planning agency from the date of completing the time specified for giving suggestions, shall
within thirty days undertake modifications as considered necessary and the Ward
Development Plan shall be submitted to the sanctioning authority.
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f.

Within thirty days of receiving the Ward Development Plan, sanctioning authority may in
consultation with the Government shall either sanction the Ward Development Plan, or
suggest appropriate modifications that may be made and forward it to planning agency.

g. In case there are modifications suggested by the sanctioning authority, these shall be made
only on public interest stating the reasons for such modifications and planning agency shall
invite for public suggestions.
h. In case the Perspective Plan is returned back by sanctioning authority to planning agency, it
shall make necessary modifications incorporating the suggestions and resubmit it within
sixty days to the sanctioning authority for sanction.



i.

When the Modified Ward Development Plan is submitted, the sanctioning authority shall
approve the Ward Development Plan within a period of thirty days.

j.

As soon as the Ward Development Plan is sanctioned, planning agency shall forward it to all
relevant government departments, and publish in official Gazette, in newspaper and official
website of local government, about the approval of the Ward Development Plan and the
place or places where copies of the said plan may be made available for reference or sale.

Monitoring and Evaluation of Implementation of Ward Development Plan

In the Ward Development Plan preparation process, the most important aspect is the monitoring
and evaluation of the plan prepared. While the executives are responsible to prepare and implement
the plan, it is proposed that the legislators shall be made responsible to evaluate and monitor the
implementation of the plans. The legislators shall also ensure proper public participation for the
preparation of plan. At the local area level, the councillors in the Municipal Corporation and the
members of Ward Committee are identified as the possible members of monitoring committee. The
Act shall have following provisions to ensure proper monitoring and evaluation of the projects under
Ward Development Plan:
a. The Greater Bengaluru Authority shall, for each Ward/ Local Planning Area constitute a
committee to monitor and evaluate the implementation of Ward Development Plan.
b. The Committee constituted under sub-section (a) shall consist of the following members:
i.
ii.

A Chairperson to be elected from amongst the members;
Members: all elected members of Ward Sabhas, constituted under Municipal
Corporation Act, whose area lie within the local planning area.
c. The Committee shall coordinate planning with various Government agencies and sort out
conflicts between different government agencies arising during implementation of Ward
Development Plan.
d. The Committee shall periodically submit the monitoring and evaluation report to Greater
Bengaluru Authority of projects undertaken to implement the Ward Development Plan.
e. The Ward Development Plan shall be on a rolling basis; it shall be reviewed every five years
and revised every ten years with a vision of twenty years.
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5.3 Planning at the Zonal/Municipal Corporation Level: Zonal Development Plan
The Zonal or Municipal Corporation level plans are proposed to work as intermediary plans between
the ward plans and broader Greater Bengaluru Authority level Development Plan. The main purpose
of these plans is to ensure a smooth transformation of GBA level policies to the ward plans as well
providing ground level information through the ward plans to city level policy makers. For this, the
Municipal Corporation shall compile all ward level plans into one plan and prioritize the projects to
be undertaken under these plans. This plan shall also address any conflict between different ward
level plans.
The Municipal Corporation shall be responsible for preparation of Zonal Development Plans through
Zonal Committee of the area and also oversee the execution of projects undertaken under the plans.
The Municipal Corporation shall appoint Town Planning Officer for plan preparation and later the
coordination officer for the implementation of the projects. The Zonal Committee of elected
representatives shall lead the planning process in the zones and be responsible for facilitating and
ensuring the public participation in the process. Once the plan is published, Municipal Corporation’s
various departments will undertake development activities. At this stage, the Zonal Committee shall
prioritize the projects for implementation and also monitor and evaluate the implementation of
projects. The Committee shall also be required to submit periodic reports to Greater Bengaluru
Authority regarding the progress of plan implementation. Below is the process of Zonal/Municipal
Corporation Level Plan Legislation:


Delineation of the Zonal Development Plan Jurisdiction
The process of preparing these plans is proposed to start as soon as the Ward Development
Plans are sanctioned. The Municipal Corporation in consultation with the Greater Bengaluru
Authority shall delineate the boundary of zones for this purpose. It is important that these
zones should be as marked in the City Perspective Plan, also the boundaries shall follow the
existing Ward Development Plan boundaries in such manner that no Ward Development
Plan is coming under two separate zones.



Declaration of Intention
Once the jurisdiction is delineated, it shall be submitted to Greater Bengaluru Authority to
further inform State Government about the intention of preparing zonal development plan.
After the intimation, the State Government shall publish the boundaries of area for which
the Zonal Development Plan is to be made in the Official Gazette and in the local
newspapers. The planning agency would appoint a Town Planning Officer to act as secretary
to the Zonal Committee to help prepare the development plan. After the delineation of Zone
jurisdiction, the Planning Agency shall be required to publish a declaration of intention for
the preparation of the Zonal Development Plan in the leading newspapers of the area as well
as on Municipal Corporation’s website. This declaration shall be treated as an official
announcement by the Planning Agency to start the preparation of Zonal Development Plan
and shall be treated as the official starting date of the plan preparation process.
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Procedure for Preparation, Publication and Sanctioning of Zonal Development Plan
The planning officer shall be responsible the follow the procedure and timeline to prepare the
plan as detailed out in the Act. Detailed procedure proposed to be covered in the Act is as
follows:
a. As soon after declaration of intention to prepare the Zonal Development Plan, the
planning agency shall prepare or get prepared Zonal Development Plan in not later than
twelve months of such declaration.
b. From the date of notification for preparation of Zonal Development Plan within two
months, on studying the Ward Development Plans prepared under its limits, the
planning agency shall identify development issues that are to be addressed by the Zonal
Development Plan and publish it on Municipal Corporation’s website .It shall notify
places where copy of the development issues document is available for one month for
public inspection and invite suggestions from public as well as other government
agencies involved in development works in the Zone. On studying the suggestions,
planning agency shall modify the development issues as considered necessary to be
incorporated in the preparation of Draft Zonal Development Plan.
c. From the date of notification of Zonal Development Plan within nine months, planning
agency shall prepare a Draft Zonal Development Plan.
d. Planning Agency with permission from the sanctioning authority in the manner
prescribed in the Rules shall publish Draft Zonal Development Plan and invite
suggestions. The Draft Zonal Plan shall be available for public and other government
agencies’ inspection, inviting suggestions within period of thirty days from the date of
notification. Planning agency shall also forward copy of the Draft Zonal Development
Plan to the government agencies involved in spatial development of zone for
suggestions.
e. Planning agency from the date of completing the time given for suggestions, shall within
thirty days undertake modifications as considered necessary and the Zonal Development
Plan shall be submitted to the sanctioning authority.
f.

Within thirty days of receiving the Zonal Development Plan, sanctioning authority may in
consultation with the Government shall either sanction the Zonal Development Plan, or
suggest appropriate modifications that may be made and forward it to planning agency.

g. In case there are modifications suggested by the sanctioning authority, these shall be
made only on public interest stating the reasons for such modifications and planning
agency shall invite for public suggestions.
h. In case the Draft Zonal Plan is returned back by sanctioning authority to planning
agency, it shall make necessary modifications incorporating the suggestions and
resubmit it within sixty days to the sanctioning authority for sanction.
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i.

When the Modified Zonal Development Plan is submitted, the sanctioning authority
shall approve the Zonal Development Plan within a period of thirty days.

j.

As soon as the Zonal Development Plan is sanctioned, planning agency shall forward it to
all relevant government departments, and publish in official Gazette, in newspaper and
official website of local government, of the approval of the Zonal Development Plan and
the place or places where copies of the said plan may be made available for reference or
sale.

Monitoring and Evaluation of Implementation of Zonal Development Plan
The Zonal Committee shall be responsible to coordinate planning with various Government
agencies and sort out conflicts between different government agencies arising in
implementation of Zonal Development Plan. The Committee shall be required to periodically
submit the monitoring and evaluation report to Greater Bengaluru Authority of projects
undertaken under the Zonal Development Plan. The preparation of the Zonal Development Plans
shall be on a rolling basis; these plans are proposed to be reviewed every five years and revised
every ten years with a vision of twenty years.

5.4 Planning at the Greater Bengaluru Authority Level : City Perspective Plan
The Plan prepared at Greater Bengaluru Authority is proposed to be a settlement level development
plan. This plan would be required to envisage current and proposed land uses for various areas
under GBA’s jurisdiction. The plan shall also be required to outline various development activities to
be undertaken under the Authority’s jurisdiction. The responsibility of preparation of this plans and
its implementation shall be with the Greater Bengaluru Authority.
Greater Bengaluru Authority shall be responsible to undertake planning activities in the city. While
the executive wing of the Authority shall include technical secretariat to coordinate preparation of
the City Perspective Plan and also monitoring all the planning activities in Zonal and Ward level
scales. The councillors of the Authority shall also ensure public participation in plan preparation from
their respective wards. The Greater Bengaluru Authority shall keep the Bengaluru Metropolitan
Planning Committee and the State Government informed in this process. Structure of planning
provision to be considered under the legislation is as follows:


Delineation of the City Perspective Plan Jurisdiction
For the purpose of preparation of City Perspective Plan, it is proposed that the area under the
Greater Bengaluru Authority shall be considered as the City Perspective Plan Area. The State
Government shall issue a notification in this regard in its Official Gazette as soon as after the
formation of Greater Bengaluru Authority.



Powers of Greater Bengaluru Authority
In addition to its other powers, for the Purpose of preparing City Perspective Plan, monitoring
and evaluation of plan at Zones and Wards scales and to undertaking the projects as per the
plans, the Greater Bengaluru Authority is proposed to be provided with following functions:
a. Prepare or get prepared a City Perspective Plan for the City Region;
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b. Implement all or any of the provisions contained in the Plans under this Act by
formulating and executing Projects, Land Pooling Schemes, Detailed Town Planning
Schemes or otherwise;
c. Promote, regulate and control the spatial planning and developmental activities in the
City Region as per the Plans under this Act;
d. Set up special function agencies, if necessary, and guide, direct and assist them on
matters pertaining to their respective functions; and
e. Coordinate, monitor and evaluate plans prepared at Zonal and Ward levels.
f.

Perform such other functions as are supplemental, incidental or consequential to any of
its functions and/or as may be directed by the Government, or Metropolitan Planning
Committee, from time to time.

g. The city level plan also need to proactively plan and prepare in advance for preparing
villages to face urban growth and eventually added in to its boundary. Strategies for
urban expansion and municipalisation of areas in BMR are discussed in dedicated
module - Municipalisation Strategy addressing Urban Expansion and Urban Villages by
BBMP Restructuring Committee.


Declaration of Intention
After the Greater Bengaluru Authority is formed and its area is delineated by the State
Government, the Greater Bengaluru Authority shall declare the intention of preparation of City
Perspective Plan for the city-region. The declaration shall be published in leading local
newspapers of all official languages of State Government and also on the Greater Bengaluru
Authority’s website. This declaration of intention shall be considered as an official
announcement by the Planning Agency to undertake the City Perspective Plan and the time
period for the preparation of plan shall start from this date onwards.



Procedure for Preparation, Publication and Sanctioning of City Perspective Plan
a. After the declaration of intention to prepare the City Perspective Plan, the Greater
Bengaluru Authority shall prepare or get prepared City Perspective Plan in not later than
eighteen months of such declaration.
b. From the date of notification for preparation of City Perspective Plan within three
months, on studying the Ward Development Plans and Zonal Development Plans
prepared under its jurisdiction, the planning agency shall identify development issues
that are to be addressed by the City Perspective Plan and publish it on the Greater
Bengaluru Authority’s website and notify places where copy of the development issues
document is available for one month for public inspection and invite suggestions from
public as well as other government agencies involved in development works in the city.
On studying the suggestions, the Greater Bengaluru Authority shall modify the
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development issues as considered necessary to be incorporated in the preparation of
Draft City Perspective Plan.
c. From the date of notification of intention to prepare City Perspective Plan within twelve
months, the Greater Bengaluru Authority shall prepare or get prepared a Draft City
Perspective Plan.
d. The Greater Bengaluru Authority with permission from the State Government in the
manner prescribed in the Rules shall publish Draft City Perspective Plan and invite
suggestions. The Draft City Perspective Plan shall be available for public and other
government departments’ inspection and suggestions are invited within a period of
sixty days from the date of notification.
e. The Greater Bengaluru Authority, from the date of completing the time prescribed for
suggestions, shall within sixty days undertake modifications as considered necessary and
the City Perspective Plan shall be submitted to the sanctioning authority.
f.

Within thirty days of receiving the City Perspective Plan, the State Government may in
consultation with the Bengaluru Metropolitan Planning Committee shall either sanction
the City Perspective Plan, or suggest appropriate modifications that may be made and
forward it to the Greater Bengaluru Authority.

g. In case there are modifications suggested by the State Government, these shall be made
only on public interest stating the reasons for such modifications and the Greater
Bengaluru Authority shall invite for public suggestions.
h. In case the Draft City Perspective Plan is returned back by State Government to the
Greater Bengaluru Authority, it shall make necessary modifications incorporating the
suggestions and resubmit it within sixty days to the State Government for sanction.



i.

When the Modified City Perspective Plan is submitted, the State Government shall
approve the Zonal Development Plan within a period of thirty days.

j.

As soon as the City Perspective Plan is sanctioned, the Greater Bengaluru Authority shall
forward it to all relevant government departments, and publish in official Gazette, in
newspaper and official website of the Greater Bengaluru Authority, of the approval of
the City Perspective Plan and the place or places where copies of the said plan may be
made available for reference or sale.

Monitoring and Evaluation of Implementation of City Perspective Plan
Similar to the process in the Ward Development Plan and Zonal Development Plans, the City
Perspective Plan is also proposed to be monitored by a committee of elected
representatives. In this case it would be the elected Greater Bengaluru Authority members
under the chairmanship of the Mayor. The Greater Bengaluru Authority shall also be
responsible to coordinate planning with various Government agencies and sort out conflicts
between different government agencies arising during the implementation of City
Perspective Plan. The Committee shall be required to periodically submit the monitoring and
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evaluation report to the State Government and to the Bengaluru Metropolitan Planning
Committee for all the development works undertaken in its jurisdiction. The preparation of
the City Perspective Plans is also proposed to be same as Zonal Development Plans on a
rolling basis. The City Perspective Plan is proposed to be reviewed every five years and
revised every ten years with a vision of twenty years.

5.5 Planning at the Bengaluru Metropolitan Regional Level: Regional Perspective Plan
The Regional Plan would focus on development that integrate the concerns of interdependency of
the city with its surrounding region. The scale is also crucial to arrive at an overall vision determining
the roles of individual centres. Metropolitan Planned Committee will prepare the Regional
Perspective Plan in coordination with all the local Governments and agencies involved in
development and providing public services in the region. Suggested structure for planning at
Metropolitan Region scale:


Declaration of Metropolitan Planning Region
As soon as may be after commencement of this Act, the Government may declare by
notification, the region having contiguous areas, surrounding areas of the city with strong
influence and interdependency with city of Bengaluru, as may be considered necessary, to be a
Metropolitan Region. The notification shall mention the limits of the planning area to which it
relates in discussion with the State Government. It can be formed by either by merging or
dividing or extending planning areas and predominantly following administrative boundaries of
district or that of taluk. When the Metropolitan Planning Committee is formed constituting
multiple whole districts, then the regional spatial planning for the constituent districts will be
prepared by the Metropolitan Planning Committee.



Constitution of Metropolitan Planning Committee
a) As soon as may be, after the declaration of the Metropolitan Region, the government shall,
by notiﬁcation with effect from such date as the government may appoint in this behalf,
establish for each Metropolitan Region, a Metropolitan Planning Committee.
b) Every such Metropolitan Planning Committee shall be a body corporate and shall power to
acquire, hold or dispose off property movable or immovable and enter into contracts and do
all things necessary, proper or expedient for the purposes of its constitution. If any MPC
already constituted by Government under Karnataka Municipal Corporations Act, 1976 or any
other Acts, as soon as commencement of this Act shall follow the directives of this Act,
exercise functions assigned under this Act and shall have due regard to the Perspective Plan
for the Metropolitan Region under this Act.
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c) The Metropolitan Planning Committee so established under sub-section (a) shall consist of
following thirty members:
(1) Chairperson: Chief Minister or Minister in charge of Urban Development of the State
or as appointed by the State Government. Deputy Chairperson: Minister in charge of
Urban Development of the State or as appointed by the State Government
(2) Members: 28 Members to be elected by secret ballot by the elected members of
Municipal Corporations and Municipal Councils and Nagar Panchayats and
Chairpersons of the Panchayats in the Metropolitan Region in proportion to the
population ratio between the Municipal Corporations, Municipal Councils, Nagar
Panchayats and the Gram Panchayats in the area.
(3) Permanent Invitees: Members of House of People and Legislative Assembly whose
constituencies lie within the Metropolitan Region and Members of Council of State
and Legislative Councils, who are registered in the electoral lists within the
Metropolitan Region.
d) The State Government shall appoint a Technical Committee for assistance in carrying out the
functions for Metropolitan Planning Committee. The Technical Committee shall undertake
focus studies as directed by the Chairman of Metropolitan Planning Committee to carry out
its functions. The technical Committee shall constitute heads or in charge representatives
from each of the State, Central Government departments and Para-State agencies involved in
development and providing services in the region. Metropolitan Regional Development
Authority and Urban Development Authorities operating in the Metropolitan Region as the
Technical Secretariat of a Metropolitan Planning Committee shall prepare the Perspective
Plan for the Metropolitan Planning Committee in the manner as prescribed under this Act.


Powers and Functions of Metropolitan Planning Committee
a) Metropolitan Planning Committee shall formulate goals, objectives, policies and priorities for
spatial planning, development and use of urban and rural land use in Metropolitan Planning
Region with reference to policies, objectives and priorities set by Government of India and
Government of Karnataka. Metropolitan Planning Committee with assistance of Technical
Secretariat shall prepare a Draft Perspective Plan in not later than eighteen months of
declaration to prepare the plan for setting development directives for the Metropolitan
Region. The Draft Perspective Plan shall be prepared considering matters of common interest
among plans prepared by local bodies and other institutions or departments involved in
planning and development in the Metropolitan Region, concerning integrated spatial
planning, development of transport and infrastructure with land use planning, conservation
of environment, spatio-economic development and social development.
b) Metropolitan Planning Committee shall advice State Government time to time on
development decisions in the Metropolitan Region on identification of probable location of
major investment inputs.
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c) Metropolitan Planning Committee shall prepare Perspective Plan in consultation and
coordination with local Governments who are located within Metropolitan Planning Region
and other Government Departments and agencies operating in the area.
d) Target period of Perspective Plan prepared for the Metropolitan Planning Region shall be coterminus with State Five Year Plans. It shall also have same target period that of Mobility
Plans and investment plans prepared for development of the Metropolitan Planning Region.
e) Metropolitan Planning Committee shall sort out conflicts arising between local bodies in
sharing of natural and physical resources, due to overlapping of functions and other
Government agencies involved in providing services in the area.
f)

Metropolitan Planning Committee shall coordinate planning with various Government
agencies, departments and quasi Government agencies involved in providing public services
and development activities in the Metropolitan Planning Region, in their spatial development
requirements and plans and integrate them in the land use planning of Metropolitan Planning
Region.

g) The Perspective Plan for the Metropolitan Planning Region shall be on a rolling basis. The
Perspective Plan shall be prepared every twenty years and Development Programs shall be
prepared for every five years and Annual budgets for every year.
h) Metropolitan Planning Committee shall conduct a wide based consultation with nongovernmental institutions, citizen groups and professional organizations related to Spatial
Planning and Development in the Region for preparation of the Perspective Plan as
mentioned in this Act.
i)

Metropolitan Planning Committee shall formulate various guidelines, manuals, norms and
standards for promotion of planning and development;

j)

Metropolitan Planning Committee shall map and record existing land uses for the entire MPR
and updated every year on Geographic Information System (GIS) or similar platform to
continuously monitor and report feedbacks on physical achievements of investments made
every year by various local bodies, para-state agencies within the MPR.

k) Land use conversions and changes and major development permissions provided by local
bodies in BMR need to be as per the Regional plan. Strategies for urban expansion and
municipalisation of areas in BMR are discussed in dedicated module - Municipalisation
Strategy addressing Urban Expansion and Urban Villages by BBMP Restructuring Committee.



Procedure for Preparation, Publication and Sanctioning of Perspective Plan
a) After the constitution of Metropolitan Planning Committee and declaration of planning shall
be declared by the State Government and Metropolitan Planning Committee shall prepare
or get prepared Draft Perspective Plan in not later than eighteen months of such declaration
to prepare the plan.
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b) From the date of notification for preparation of Perspective Plan within nine months, on
studying existing situation, Metropolitan Planning Committee shall identify development
issues that are to be addressed by the Perspective Plan and publish it on its official website
and notify places where copy of the development issues document is available for one
month for public inspection and invite suggestions from public. On studying the suggestions,
Metropolitan Planning Committee shall modify the development issues as considered
necessary to be incorporated in the preparation of Perspective Plan.
c) Once the Draft Perspective Plan is prepared, Metropolitan Planning Committee with
permission from the State Government in the manner prescribed in the Rules shall publish
Draft Perspective Plan and invite suggestions. The Draft Perspective Plan shall be available
for public inspection and for inviting suggestions within period of sixty days from the date of
notification.
d) Metropolitan Planning Committee from the date of completing the time prescribed for
suggestions, shall within sixty days undertake modifications as considered necessary and the
Draft Perspective Plan shall be submitted to the State Government. Within sixty days of
receiving the Draft Perspective Plan, Government may in consultation with the Directorate
of Town and Country Planning (DTCP) shall either sanction the Perspective Plan, or suggest
appropriate modifications . MPC shall then make modifications, notify again for comments
and suggestions from public. MPC shall make necessary modifications incorporating the
suggestions and shall be resubmit within sixty days to the State Government for sanction.


Review and revision of the Metropolitan Region Perspective Plan:
a) The Perspective Plan shall be revised every five years and revision process shall be started
two years in advance before completion of five years such that the renewed Perspective Plan
shall come into force every five years immediately on the completion of the current five year
segment of the sanctioned Perspective Plan.
b) Each renewed Perspective Plan shall be accompanied by renewed Development Program
incorporating annual budgets.
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5.6 Strategic Spatial Planning and Projects
Strategic Spatial Planning separates the visioning tool from the regulatory tool (traditional land use
planning). Staff of the development authorities as daily routines involved in sanctioning and
approving building permissions and assessing for illegalities, may not suddenly be able to envision
the future of the city. The GBA needs to anchor such a process and platform for various stakeholders
to freely express opinions, conduct negotiations, and arrive at agreements without the fear of
repercussions. This negotiated planning method brings together various departments (planning,
physical infrastructure, social infrastructure, and funding agencies) along with local businesses,
religious groups, resident welfare associations, NGOs and citizens themselves. While the process
could be messy to start with, it will however result in a ‘co-produced’ vision for the city.
In the case of London City as indicated below, it is the Mayor who holds strategic responsibility for
the formulation and implementation of the London Plan. He/ she works in coordination with the
boroughs, Transport for London, the London Assembly, the Government and a range of other
stakeholders to realise and implement such as plan.

Figure 18: Strategic Planning in London by the Greater London Authority
Source: CoE-UT, CEPT, Greater London Authority
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Figure 19: The Greater London Plan
Source: (The Greater London Authority 2004)
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How Strategic Spatial Planning and Strategic Projects work: Taking a hypothetical example, if we
assume that one of the strategic projects chosen with the help of the Economic Development
Strategy is: ‘To develop a Garments Park to access global economies and provide jobs for
Bengaluru’s qualified workforce’, then the following will need to be addressed:
Challenges that would be faced in the conventional system:
Due to the fragmented nature of governance in the city region, the agency tasked with setting up
the ‘Garments Park’ would typically be an industrial agency, that will also manage land requirements
through compulsory acquisition and use their own standards for laying out of roads and plot
division. Prior agreement or information would typically not be given to other agencies operating in
the area such as municipal corporations, development authorities, public transport agencies, water
supply boards etc. These other agencies too would have set their own priorities and targets and
would not proactively plan for such a project.
Once such a Park is given out to investors and tenants, the various challenges related to its operation
will start unravelling and various agencies will have to reactively be roped in, often with political and
State pressure to assist in mitigation of various challenges. For example, public transport which will
be critical for most blue collared employees to reach the Park will be inadequate and space to
accommodate such services will be limited. Waste management would not have been planned for
and industries will start discharging effluents into nearby streams and lakes, and when these
industries grow, it will choke the natural ecosystem of the area and affect the lives of people
dependant on such resources. Further land will difficult to acquire to accommodate utilities, as
resentment would have built up amongst those who have already lost large portions of their land.
Similarly issues of accommodating logistics, depleting water tables which are critical to support the
industry will start cropping up.
Due to lack of a larger co-dependent project linked to funding and the buy in of various government
agencies, various service provision and developmental activities will run on their own schedule and
result in duplication of efforts, inefficiency of resource use and prolonged delays. In the longer term,
the inability to sustainably manage the Garment Park, the escalating value of land making expansion
difficult, poorly developed road networks to access the Park, increasing pollution of surrounding
areas, inability to manage water etc., will raise questions on its future survival.
The Strategic Project approach:
The Greater Bengaluru Authority (GBA) would anchor this process and provide the platform for inter
departmental negotiations. Various agencies that come to the negotiating table would put forward
their reservations and suggestions freely as this is not a legal process but one of building consensus.
The BMTC for example may agree to provide buses on this route for better access even at the cost of
a loss for the first few years; BESCOM too may agree that a separate line could be provided to this
development as it is possible in their current budgetary outlay. The BWSSB however, may state an
inability to service this area due to lack of funds, manpower and other ongoing projects. BWSSB
however agrees that this project is crucial for the city and agrees to provide water supply in its next
phase of outlays which would be 5 years hence.
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The Strategic Spatial Plan hence lists this project in its priority pipeline, and decides that water
supply must be managed through alternate means such as surface water bodies and bore wells for
the first 5 years. Along with planning of water supply, BWSSB also foresees the need for dedicated
effluent treatment plant and ensures the developers incorporate it in their plans and steps in at
appropriate times to ensure that the plant is developed. The developer of the park sells excess of
treated waste water to other industrial activities and generates funds for its maintenance. The
project also incorporates social responsibility to supporting and improving livelihoods in the
surrounding villages and constantly monitors the waste management inside and outside its facility.
GBA creates a land bank in advance in the area using innovative models of accessing land. Therefore,
GBA is able to offer multiple options of land for services agencies to develop their support
infrastructure. Requirements of services provided by either government or private requires cocreating solutions. The private logistic company is also involved in finding solution for truck parking,
along with government agencies helps to arrive at more efficient system in advance.
This Strategic Project which is linked to clear budgets and timelines is then moved through the
Statutory Land Use Plan into the Municipal and Ward Scales. Contextualization then occurs with
ward committees, RWAs and citizens (if present), assessment of on ground challenges, discussions
with land owners, compensation criteria, and project alterations based on ground up feedback etc.
The suggested changes to the project and revised budgets are then reflected up from the ward
through the municipality to the GBA. Agreements and approvals are obtained at all scales and the
project starts implementation on ground having taken all stakeholders on board. Sectoral
infrastructure agencies and spatial planning and development agencies hence move in a more
strategic, coordinated and timely manner.
Who anchors the Strategic Spatial Plan and Strategic Projects?
In the case of Bengaluru, the question arises as to who should anchor such a strategic plan on behalf
of the GBA as a strong agency or leader is critical to its success. Further discussions could arrive at
the suitable candidate which could be one of the following:
• City Manager: Instead of or in addition to electing a mayor who may not have the experience
to administer municipal tasks, many city councils often appoint a professional, usually from
the private sector, to run the municipality.
• Directly Elected Mayor: Directly elected mayors are considered more accountable to the
voters who elect him/her. Often it is the Mayor who anchors the Strategic Plan in big cities
internationally.
• The Appointed Minister for Bengaluru: A unique appointment which has happened for the
City of Bengaluru, and is already tasked with many functions of an empowered mayor.
• The Chief Minister of Karnataka: Elected to represent the State (Urban and Rural) and may
not be able to start focussing on individual cities, though most powerful to represent Strategic
Plan. Also with several state level agencies operating in the city-region a State Level leader
would be able to ensure coordination and cooperation.
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Additional aspects (Oosterlynck and et.al 2010):
•

•

•

•

•

Choosing of certain priorities and projects over others in Strategic Spatial Planning is
imperative as budgetary means and human and institutional capacity are limited in most
cities; this limited yet integrated focus ensures vertical as well as horizontal cooperation
between various stakeholders;
Strategic projects have the capacity to translate transformative visions and bridge the gap
between planning and design on the one hand and decision making, co-production and the
implementation of plans and policies on the other;
Large scale urban development projects are often used as vehicles for generating future
urban growth and improving the competitive position of cities in international urban
networks;
Strategic projects recover the intermediate scales of operation of urban design that remains
unrecognised between the general rules of urban planning and the architecture of individual
buildings;
Given the multiple and often conflicting claims on space; conflict and community protest are
frequent features in development projects. Spatial planners while designing strategic
projects need a better understanding of conflicts, how and why they emerge, why they
escalate and how they come to an end;
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